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i

REPORT OF THE CHEMIST.

Sir : I beg leave to submit lierewitli an abstract of tlie work of tlie

Division of Chemistry during the year 1891.

Respectfully,

H. W. Wiley,
Hon. J. M. Rusk, Chemist

Secretary,

THE USB OF ALCOHOL IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR FROM
SORGHUM.

To enable the Department to make a practical test of the method
outlined last year for the use of alcohol in the manufacture of sugar, a
grant of $25,000 was made by Congress. Medicine Lodge, Kans., was
selected as the place for making these experiments. The climatic con-

ditions of this place, as indicated by three years' experience, are favor-

able to the production of sorghum with a high content of sugar. The
town is situated at the terminus of a branch of the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Ee Railroad, in Barber County, Kans., 340 miles southwest
from Kansas City, and about 20 miles from the Indian Territory line.

The prevailing soil is a reddish loam, very fertile, and producing large
crops of all kinds of cereals when sufficient rain is supplied. The field

for growing the cane for experimental purposes was leased from Miller

&,Benedict, and contains 39J acres. It is situated on the north bank
of Medicine River, 2 miles west ofthe village. The surface i s practically

level, being, however, slightly higher on the north side, afibrding
excellent natural drainage in case of heavy storms of rain.

The field was platted by the county surveyor into sixteen blocks,

each separated by an alley 10 feet in width. Eight of the blocks on
the south side contain each 80,000 square feet. Of the remainder, seven
in the north part of the field contain exactly 2 acres eayh, and the last

one, in the extreme north end, 3 acres. The field was plowed in April
to a depth of 8 or 9 inches, and the south half of it subsoiled to the
depth of 6 inches. Planting commenced in the latter i)art of Ai)ril and
was nearly all completed by the 1st of May.
The seed from which the planting was made had been grown at the

Department Experiment Station, at Sterling, during the season of
1890. The following varieties were planted: Early Amber, Eolger's
Early, Early Orange, Black African, Link's Hybrid, IJndendebule No. 1,

Australian, Variety 161, Variety 160, Colman, Variety 91, Variety 112,
Alapore Jowar, Planter's Eriend, India and Orange, IJbehlana.
The field received careful culture, and the season, on the whole, was

favorable. The subsoiling enabled the crop to bear, without any injury
whatever, the severe drought beginning in July and extending through
the greater part of August. Beginning on the 14th of September, and
continuing for three days, a sample was taken from each of the varieties
grown, representing an aliquot part of an acre. The total weight of this
sample was determined and likewise the weight of the seed tops and
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144 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE.

leaYOS, ^i'iYinji-, by difference, the weight of clean cane. Afterwards t]\6

seeds were thrashed and weighed.
The resnlts, showing Aveight of whole cane, weight of blades and

trash, Av eight of clean cane, and weight of dry seed, are given in the fol-

lowing table

:

Per acre.

Yariety,

Folger's Early
Coliuaii Cane
Link's Hybrid
J'.lack African
Early Oraiifie
Und'.-ndebnle Xo. 1

.

Colniaii (Jane (his.).

Anstralian
No. 161
No. 160
No. 91
No. 126
No. 112
Planter's Friend. .

.

India and Orange.

.

Ubelilana

Weigbt,
wliole

Weight, Weight, AV^eight
blades clean of dry

cane. and trash. cane. seed.

Tons. Tons. Tons;. Pounds.
K5.0G 1.67 10. 07 2, 340
12. 08 1.66 8. 09 (-)

10. 72 1.26 7. 67 (")

13. 17 1.48 9. 17 1,093
14. .54 1.64 9. 86 1,937
16.30 1.88 11. 48 1,304

2, 38t14. 78 1.68 11. 51

11.69 0.97 8. 61 1,768
15. 04 1.77 10.89 1,904
11.06 1.03 8. 38 1, 190
14. 33 1.76 10.19 2, 558
10. 01 1.39 7.01 1,166
13. 28 1.76 9. .53 2, 558
14.58 2. 12 10. 60 1, 180
13. 80 1. 86 9. 56 2, 099

1, 39913. 65 1.65 9.77

*Not taken.

Concerning the two samples of Colnian cane mentioned in the above
table, they Avere taken from two different plats representing different

I)arts of the field. The seed from the first plat Avas not saved. By
some OYersight the seed from the Link's Hybrid was also lost. In
regard to the sample of Link's Hybrid, it is bnt fair to say that it Avas

taken from a single row and not from the block Avhich Avas planted in

Link's Hybrid. The shoAving, therefore, is not fair, inasmnch as the
plat of Link's Hybrid AA'^as fnlly eqnal, as far as apx)earance goes, to any
other cane in the field.

The selections mentioned above extended from the 14th of September
to the 19th, thus giving a comparison of all the varieties at the time
when the earliest Avere quite rii)e and the latest nearly so. The chief

object of taking the samxdes at the time was to determine the comi)ara-

tive yield of all the varieties Avhile they Avere still green and before frost

had affected them. NeA^ertheless, it Avas decided also to determine the
quantity of sugar in the juice of each variety.

The percentage of sugar in the juice, the number of stalks per acre,

and the yield in sugar per acre, of each variety folloAV

:

Variety.
Sugar in

juice.

Number
stalks per

acre.

Sugar per
acre.

Per cent. Pounds.
1.5. 75 (*) 2, 745
14.50 14, 022 2, 071
13. 10 11.434 1,758
12. 95 15, 2,53 2, 090

10. 20 17, 533 1,707
13.75 24. .339 3. 021

14. 10 20, 935 2, 67(»

14. 55 11. 147 2, 104

9.40 24, 168 1, 805

12. 10 15, 561 1. <>95

12.45 18, 095 2, 237
16.25 13, 9.59 2, 294

14. 15 19, 874 2, 369

14. 35 18, 622 1.870

12. 25 15. 785 2, 0.59

12. 00 17, 392 2, 090

Folger s Early
Colnian Cane
Link's Il\ l)rid . -

Ulack Afri(taji

Early Orange
rndend.,buh- Xo. 1

Colnian Cane (bis.)

Australian
No. 161
No. ItiO

No. 91

No. 126
No. 112
Planter s KriciMl -

India and Oi
Ubehlaua

* Not given
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From jwerag'C detx^'ininations, Avhicli have been repeatedly made, it is

found that tln^ aiiiouiit of sugar in the eaue is about 88 per cent of

that in the juice. The iiuntl)ers in the above table, therefore, multijdied

by 0.88, will give the actual quantity of sugar in the cane*

The column giving the number of stalks per acre is also interesting'.

In the case of Liidi's Hybrid, as has before been mentioned, there was
a poor stand in the vow which was taken for illustration, and this row
shows the lowest number of stalks per acre. It will require longer
exi)erience to decide the i^oint in regard to the proper number of plants
per acre, and this number will doubtless vary for the different varieties

of cane.

The Undendebule variety is a slender stalk with a small seed head,
and would doubtless be able to carry more stalks per acre than the
Early Orange or the Oolman; nevertheless, it seems quite evident that
in many instances a larger number of stalks could have been grown i)er

acre without materially lessening the average weight of each stalk, or
in.terfering with its content of sugar From present indications it may
be said that there should not be less than 20^000 stalks per acre.

The yield of seed is also most gratifying. At 50 pounds per bushel
many of the varieties have yielded over 40 bushels per acre, and, in one
or two instances, 50 bushels, the lowest yield being slightly over 20
bushels per acre. The value, therefore, of sorghum as a cereal crop
should not be without consideration, inasmuch as the food value of
sorghum seed is almost if not quite equal to that of maize. When the
greater certainty of the crop is considered, especially when grown in

the semiarid regnons, its value as a food crop is certainly equal to that
of maize. There is, of course, but little demand for sorghum seed as
a food supply at the present time, but its growth in large quantities
would doubtless create a market in which it would find a profitable sale.

The column showing the yield of sugar per acre indicates, of course,

the total sugar grown and not the amount which could be recovered.

Ul) to the present season the recovery of 33 per cent of the total sugar
in the sorghum crop has been regarded as a good manufacturing yield.

Thus the actual yield per acre of commercial sugar would be one-third

of the quantity given in the table. By improved jjrocesses of manu-
facture, however, the rate of yield has been raised to 60 per cent and
even 05 per cent, and there is little doubt of the fact that it can, within
a year or two, be made to reach 70 per cent. The actual quantity ot

sugar, therefore, whicli it may now be said can be obtained per acre
would be two-thirds of the quantity given in the table. In some
instances it is seen that this would amoiint to fully 1 ton of sugxir ijer

acre. At 2J cents a pound, a ton of sugar would be worth $50, and this

must be regarded as a very satisfactory financial return when the other
elements of the crop are taken into consideration.

MANUFACTURINa PART.

As explained in the report of last year, alcohol of 95 per cent
strength is found to precipitate almost completely certain gummy and
amorphous substances present in sirup made from sorghum containing
from 50 to 55 per cent of solid matter, or, as is commonly said, sirup of
from 50° to 55° Brix. For the purpose of testing this i)rocess in a com-
mercial way, a small experimental factory was built at Medicine Lodge,
Kans. The contract for building this factory was let to the Fort Scott
Foundry and Machine Works Company. Preliminary trials were made

AG 91 10
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of tlie inaeliincry early in September, but many defects had to be cor-

rected before actual Avork could bej^iu. The necessary changes and
alterations in the machinery occupied the time fully until early in Octo-
ber. The capacity of the house was calculated so as to be able to work
1 ton of cane per hour. The actual capacity, however, was found to be
greater than this, and, after all the adjustments were made, it was
found that tons per hour conld be easily handled. In addition to

the ordinary machinery for manufacturing sugar, there was erected, in

connection with the establishment, a still for the purpose of recovering
the alcohol used in precipitating the gummy and amori^hous substances
from tlie sirup. This still was built by Klingel Bros., of Peoria, 111. It

was 2 feet in diameter, 25 feet high, and had a capacity of furnishing

1,000 gallons of 95 per cent alcohol per day.
The method of treating the cane was as follows

:

It was first cut into pieces 1 inch in length by an ensilage cutter.

These pieces were next passed through a fanning ap])aratus for the
puri3ose of removing the leaves and trash. The clean pieces of cane
then passed to a shredding machine, in which they were cut into very
small pieces, almost a pulp. The pulp passed next to the diffusion bat-

tery, where the sugar was extracted. The diffusion juice was collected

in clarifying tanks, treated with lime, and the skimmings removed.
Instead of sending the skimmings through a filter press, as would be
ordinarily done in a sugar factory, on account of their small quantity
they were collected in a separate tank and reclarified, only the heavy
scums and sediment being thrown away. The juice, after clarifvdng,

was concentrated to sirup in a triple-effect evaporating apparatus. The
density of this siru]3 was made to register 50° to 55° Brix. The sirups

were collected in x)recipitating tanks, in which they were treated with
an equal volume of 95 x)er cent alcohol and thoroughly mixed. The
precipitated gums were separated by passing through a filter press,

forming, for the most part, hard firm cakes containing only a small
quantity of alcohol and sugar. The filtered siruj) was next passed
through the still for the purpose of recovering the alcohol. As soon
as the alcohol was separated the siruj) was boiled to sugar in a vacuum
atrike pan and dried in a centrifugal. 'No attemj)t was made to make
refined sugar, only raw sugar being made.

Considering the fact that it was the first attempt ever made at work
of this kind, it must be admitted that the apparatus worked smoothly
and effectually, although many points were noticed where improve-
ments could be made in details.

A summary of the results obtained with some of the varieties worked
follows ;

Colman Cane.—22.44 tons of Colman cane were flelivered from tlie field, represent-
ing 17.47 tons of clean cane. The sirup was divided into two portions: the first

portion boiled without treatment with alcohol, marked a, and the second portion
boiled after treatment with alcohol, marked I. The first portion yielded 1,370 pounds
of first sugar and 375 pounds of second sugar, being 156.8 pounds of first sugar and
199.7 pounds of first and second sugar per ton. The second part treated with alco-

hol yielded 1,330 pounds of first sugar, equivalent to 152.3 pounds per ton. The
amount of second sugar was not determined. Apparently, from the above data, the
untreated portion—that is, the portion treated by the ordinary process—yielded more
sugar than that treated with alcohol, but this is only in appearance. The sirup

boiled without treatment it was found could not be passed through the centrifugals

although it was grained in the pan. The pan, however, being small, the grain was
very fine, and this, combined with the gums, etc., present, made it impossible to pass
it through the centrifugals. It was therefore placed in the hot room and allowed to

stand a long while l)efore being dried. The sugar obtained was of low polarization. ^

On the other hand, the part which was treated with alcohol grained beautifully in

the pan and was carried directly to the centrifugal, where it was dried in a very few
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minutes, worlving as nicely in tlie m.ieliine as any massecuite could possibly have
done from sugar cane grown in Louisiana or Cuba. There is, however, a consider-

able loss of sugar in tlui filter j)resses and in the still, which could not possibly be
avoided in working in a small way. In addition to this the sirup boiled so freely in

the pan that a considerable part was projected into the throat and carried over by
entraiiiment. This was not the case with the sugar boiled in the ordinary way,
which was sticky and was not projected into the throat of the pan. Calculated to
pure sugar, the amounts of lirst sugar yielded by the two portions wexe : a portion,

132 pounds per ton ; l portion, 142.7 pounds per ton. The percentage of sugar in the
cane obtained as merchantable sugar, on the first portion, was 65.52. Unfortunately,
in boiling for seconds from the alcohol portion, the proof was allowed to become too
dense, and the result was that the massecuite was almost in the form of taffy. On
account of this the sugar did not separate, and no seconds were made from the alco-

hol run.

The above ratlier minute description has been given of the run with
the Oolman cane, inasmuch as it rei)resents the best cane worked, and
the results are the most favorable.

Early Orange.—8.65 tons of Early Orange were worked, both by the a and 6 methods.
The yield by the a method was 138.9 pounds of raw sugar, representing 54.93 per
cent of the sugar in the cane. The yield by the alcohol method was 156 pounds of
raw sugar, representing 67.70 per cent of the sugar in the cane. Calculated to pure
sugar, the yield by the a method was 118.6 pounds per ton and by the alcohol method
146.2 pounds per ton.

Link's Hybrid.—9.77 tons of Link's Hybrid were worked by each of the methods
given. Method a yielded 140.6 pounds of raw sugar, equivalent to 116 j^ounds of
pure sugar per ton ; worked by the alcohol method the yield was 148.7 pounds of raw
su^ar, equivalent to 139.6 pounds of pure sugar per ton. By the a method, the sugar
recovered was 47.69 per cent of the sugar in the cane; by the & method, 61.47 per cent
of the sugar in the cane.

Undendehule.—8.66 tons of Undendebule were worked by each of the methods.
Method a gave 105.7 pounds of raw sugar, equivalent to 93 pounds of pure sugar per
ton, equal to 35.18 per cent of the sugar in the cane. Worked by the h method the
yield was 151.2 pounds of raw sugar, equivalent to 133.4 pounds of pure sugar per
ton, or 50.45 per cent of sugar in the cane.

Varieties 112 and 91.—9.28 tons of the mixed varieties were worked by each of
the methods. By the a method the yield was 130.5 pounds of raw sugar, equivalent
to 107.5 pounds of pure sugar per ton, or 47.73 per cent of the sugar in the cane.
Worked by the h methojd the yield was 140.3 pounds of raw sugar, equivalent to 131.3
pounds of pure sugar i)er ton, or 58.30 per cent of the sugar in the cane.

These results are all given on the yield of first sugars alone. In every
case it was found impossible to dry the first sugars made by the a
method until after they had stood for some time in the hot room while
in every case the sugars made by the alcohol method were passed
at once through the centrifugal, yielding a fine grade of raw sugar.
In spite of the constant losses attending the alcohol method, which

are easily avoided in working in a large way, it is found that the yield
of sugar is uniformly very much higher, amounting to from 15 per
cent to 20 per cent on the total sugar in the cane. In addition to this,

however, it should be stated that the ease with which this sugar is

worked would ijrobably compensate for the increased cost, even if no
more sugar per ton were made. In many cases it was possible to dry
a full charge of sugar in two or three minutes instead of having to run
the centrifugal for halfan hour, as is usually the case with sugar worked
in the ordinary way. The loss of alcohol was extremely small, none of
it being found in the sugar, and the only loss being in the filter presses,
where, of course, a small loss is unavoidable.
In general, it may be said that the results were satisfactory, although

the work revealed many points where improvements could be made to
render it more effectual and economical. Full details of the manufac-
turing operations will be found in Bulletin No. 32.
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CULTURE EXPERIMENTS WITH SORGHUM AT STERLING.

The culture experiments of former years were continued at Sterling
during" the year 181)1, with the same general purpose and methods.
Quite a number of small plats of land were leased and planted with
varieties, the selection of the growth of 1890. Six hundred xdats were
planted with seed grown in 1890; 31 plats were planted with seed
received from foreign countries; 33 plats, containing nearly one acre
each, were planted with varieties which had given best results in pre-

vious years. The object of planting these large plats Avas to get an
average value of each, and to supply an ample quantity of seed of the
best varieties for distribution. Seventy-two ])lats were planted in

crosses of those grown in former years and considered worthy of further
trial.

It was noticed that on clayey soil the cane did remarkably well lu

wet weather, but did not stand the drought well; while those varieties

planted on sandy soil remained vigorous during August and September,
which were dry months ; June and July, on the contrary, being very wet
for Kansas.
There are from 20,000 to 30,000 seeds in a pound of sorghum. Two

pounds per acre, therefore, ought to give a very vigorous stand. About
2 pounds were used in planting the plats at Sterling. It has been
observed that canes which are too close together suffer most from
drought, while an increased tonnage is not seciu^ed by the thick plant-

ing. In general, it may be said of the crop at Sterling that the tonnage
was large and the average quality of the juice good, but the season of

maturing was somewhat delayed.
In all, 2,072 analyses of sorghum juice were made at the station, and

tor seed selection 20,635 polarizations of the juice from single canes
were made. These 26,035 samples were selected from about 100,000
canes that were ground separately, but three-fourths of the number
ground were rejected on account of showing low specific gravity. In
all, 26,635 seed heads were selected as the result of the first polariza-

tion. ^ From this number 7,827 were taken whose juice had a mean value
of 15.98 i>er cent sucrose, with a purity of 73.78. From these a fourth

selection was made of 1,768, whose juice had a mean value of 16.41 sucrose

and 76.81 purity. Of the whole number of 26,635 selections, 5,905 con-

tained between 15 and 16 per cent of sucrose, 5,296 contained between
16 per cent and 17 i)er cent, 2,550 contained betAveen 17 per cent and
18 per cent, 172 contained between 18 per cent and 19 per cent, and 23

had 19 per cent and over. In general, the largest canes of the best

varieties were selected in the field, and the small caiu\s were thrown out

by a second selection at the mill. In this way selections of seed Avere

made, first from the best A\arieties, second fnmi the largest canes, and
in tlie third place from those AA iiich showed the highest x)ercentage of

sugar and high purity.

Tlie varieties Avhich have sliOAvn the liest results at the Sterling Sta-

tion, in the order named, are: (1) Australian (McLean); (2) Undende-
bule (Collier); (3) Colman; (1) Planters Friend; (5) Folger's Cane.

It must be remendjered, hoAvever, that they are based solely upon
analysis and not upon actual Avorking in the sugarhouse.

- Tlie results of four years' experimental Avork Avould tend to show
that sorghum is as stable in quality as other plants are; that the A'arie-

ties haA^e definite qualities of juice, \a hich may be regarded as belong-

ing to them and Avhich are characteristic of them; and that the best
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varieties, under cliinatic crmditioiis similar to tliose of tliis station,

witli good cultivation, will yield canes which Avill have on an average
14 per cent of sugar in the juice, or a little over !_} ])er cent in the cane
itself, i)roducing- about 240 pounds of sugar to the ton.

As was shown at Medicine Lodge, it is possible now to get 05 ])er

cent of the sugar in the cane, which would give a yield, with such
cane as indicated, of 15G pounds per ton.

Early Amber.—The mean composition of this cane for four years is as

follows: Sucrose, 11.36 i>er cent; reducing sugar, 1.70 per cent, with a
purity of 08.78.

Australian Cane.—-This cane it is proposed to call McLean, on account
of having been received from Hon. Peter McLean, undersecretary of

agriculture of Queensland, in 1890. It has given the best results of

any other variety for the two years in which it has been grown. It

matures rather early, and will, perhaps, be suitable for grow ing a little

farther north than most others. The canes are tall and rather slender,

but withstand the winds as well as any of the varieties noted. The
mean value for the two years of this variety is: Sucrose, 15.30 per
cent; glucose, 0.02 x)er cent, with a purity of 75.09.

Colman Cane.—The mean value of Colman cane for three years shows
14.24 per cent sucrose, 1.05 i)er cent glucose, with a purity of 75.05.

Collier Cane.—The seed of tlus cane was furnished the station by Dr.
Peter Collier, of Geneva, N. Y., under the name of Undendebule I^o.

1. In recognition of the great service of Dr. Collier to the sorghum-
sugar industry it is proposed to call it by his name. The mean value
of this cane for four years shows 14.29 per cent sucrose, 0.72 j)er cent
glucose, with a imrity of 72.90.

Folger^s Cane.—The mean value of this cane for three years shows
13.50 per cent sucrose, 1.84 x:>er cent glucose, with a purity of 73.00.

Flanter'^s Friend.—The mean value of this cane for four years shows
14.45 i)er cent sucrose, 1.31 per cent glucose, with a imrity of 73.54.

Variety Wo. 112.—The mean value of this variety for three years
shows 14.00 per cent sucrose. 0.99 per cent glucose, with a purity of 74.51.

Variety No. 161.—The mean value of this variety for three years
shows 13.40 x)er cent sucrose, 0.00 per cent glucose, and 74.83 purity.

Early Orange.—The mean value of this cane for four years shows
12.17 per cent sucrose, 2.34 per cent glucose, with a xmrity of 08.08.

Detailed information in regard to further w^ork at the Sterling Sta-

tion will be found in Bulletin No. 32.

The importance of the work at this station can scarcely be estimated
in relation to practical results in the manufacture of sugar from sor-

ghum. It appears that by the systematic methods of selecting varieties

it is ])ossible to develop qualities in sorghum cane which will i)ermit

of its taking its j)lace in the same rank with sugar cane and sugar
beets as a source of the sugar supi^ly of the world. The remarkable
progress which has been made for four years is a sufficient justifica-

tion for the continuance of the work in i^ractically the same lines of
investigation. It would not be reasonable to expect a continuance of
the rapid improvement in the quality of the cane wdiich the first four
years of the work has shown. The chief expectation of the future must
be in establishing firmly the good qualities of the difterent varieties,

and in the gradual but slow improvement of these qualities.

It seems at the present time that little would be required in addi-
tion to the production of cane as rich in sngar-jn^oducing qualities as
some of those Avhich have been grown at the Sterling Station, but these
qualities must be so well e stablished as to enable the planter to dei^end
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Upon them from year to year for field culture. That much has been done
in this dh-ection is shown by the results at the Medicine Lodge Station
during- the present year, where large plats of cane showed the same good
qualities in the factory which they had previously disclosed in the labora-
tory.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SUGAR BEETS.

For the puri)ose of i)romoting the culture of sugar beets, looking to

the manufacture of sugar, an experiment station was established in the
State of Nebraska, at Schuyler. Thirty acres of land were leased in
the early Avinter and prei^ared for planting in the spring. The inten-

tion of taking so large a field was to permit the practice of systematic
rotation with the object of having the same plat of land in beets only
once in four years. This would give 7J acres for the planting of each
year. The experimental field is located near the junction of the Shell
Creek Valley Avith the Platte Eiver Talley. It is about 6 miles north
of the Platte Eiver, and is protected on the north and west by a range
of hills about 50 feet high. The soil of the field is a dark loam about

2J feet in depth. This rests ui^on about IJ feet of clay and sand, gradu-
ally merging into a fine sand to a depth of about 5 feet. It is a loose

porous soil of excellent quahty.
The field selected for the beets had not been in pre\aous cultivation,

but had been used as a pasture for many years. A field which had
been previously tilled would have been x>referred for the pui^poses of
our Avork, but it was found difficult to get such a field in a suitable loca-

tion. For the piu-pose, howcA^er, of testing soil prcAiously cultivated,

a part of the planting was made in a different field which had been
several years in cultivation, but with a northern instead of a southern
exposure.
The seed bed was prepared as early in the spring as the weather would

permit, by i^lowing to the depth of 8 or 9 inches and subsoiling to the
depth of 5 or 6 inches. The surface of the soil was placed in proper
tilth by harrowing and rolling, and the field was ready for planting in

the latter part of April and the 1st of May.
The north field was planted beginning on the 29th of April. The

seed was put in with a drill from 1 inch to IJ inches in depth. The
seed was planted in rows 17 inches apart, and at the rate of 15 to 20

pounds per acre. After planting the ground was rolled. Six varieties

were x>lanted, viz : (1) Klein Wanzlebener, furnished by Di^jpe Bros.,

of Quedlinburg
; (2) White ImproA^ed, furnished by Yilmorin & Co.,

Paris; (3) Desprez A^ariety; (4) Variety from Lemaire
5 (5) Variety fur-

nished Iby Knauer
; (6) Klein Wanzlebener Elite.

The plats in the south field, viz, the regular station field, were planted
on the 5th and 6th of May. The whole month of May remained quite

dr}^, and the seeds germinated poorly. Eains in June, howcA er, brought
the beets on rapidly and necessitated thinning, which was completed in

all the plats by June 18.

The cultiA^ation of the beets consisted simply in keeping the surfoce

of the ground in good tilth and piwenting the groAvth of weeds. It

was accomplished jointly by horse and hand hoes. A good stand of

beets was secured on all the plats, and the months of June and July
were especially favorable to a rapid and A'igorous growth of the plants.

By the time of the accession of dry weather in August they had secured

such a hold as to enable them to bear the drought of that month Avithout

much injury. From September 23 to October 8 measured plats of the

different varieties were harvested in order to determine the comparative
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yield per acre. Three square rods of each variety were gathered for

this purpose. The weight of beets per acre was as follows

:

Tons.

Klein Wanzlebener Elite 20. 56
Knauer 21.28
Lemaire 23.49
Desprez 26.42
Vilmorin 25.80
Klein Wanzlebener 24. 60

In the north field the yield per acre was as follows

:

Totis.

Klein Wanzlebener Elite 18. 10
Knauer 17. 7
Lemaire 18.

4

Desprez 21.2
Vilmorin 21.

1

Klein Wanzlebener 22.

5

The analyses of the samples of beets were commenced on the 15th of
September

J
and consisted in examining a large number of beets indi-

vidually and then in lots of ten^ taking all the beets as they came. In
this way a strict average comparison of the beets could be obtained.

The varieties examined at different times show the influence of ripen-

ing or decay upon the content of sugar. The results of the various
examinations are found in the following table :

Field A.

Variety. Date.
Sucrose
in juice.

Purity.

Klein Wanzlebener Elite

Knauer

Lemaire

Desprez

Vilmorin

Klein Wanzlebener

Sept. 12
Oct. 13

Oct. 31
Sept. 12
Oct,
'NoY. 2

Sept. 12
Oct. 15
Nov. 2
Sept. 12

Oct. 16
Nov. 2

Sept. 12
Oct. 17
Nov. 2

Sept. 12
Oct. 19
Nov. 2

Per cent.

12.6
14.5
14.2
11.5
14.8
13.2
11.5
14.1
12.6
13.2
14.4
12.6
13.1
14.6
13.1
13.6
14.5
13.0

Field B.

Variety. Date.
Sucrose
in juice.

Purity.

Sept. 15
Sept. 21

Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 15
Sept. 26
Oct. 20
Sept. 15
Oct. 6
Oct. 21
Sept. 15
Oct. 8

Oct. 22
Sept. 15

Oct. 10

Oct. 23

Per cent.

14.6
15.7
15.7
15.4
13.2
13.8
14.6
13.8
13.5
14.1
14.3
13.8
13.4
14.7
14.7
14.1

82.0
84.6
80.2
84.9
77.0
81.2
88.5
81.3

'87.'7

85.8
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The quantity of su.aar produced per acre by the differeut varieties in

tlie two tields is given iu tiie following tables:

Field A.

Weight Sucrose Sugar
per acre. in beets. per acre.

Tons. Per cen t. Pounds.
18.1 13.8 5, 001
17.7 14.0 4, 945
18.4 13.4 4. 924
21.3 13.7 5. 837
21.1 13.9 5, 855
22.5 13.8 6, 204

Variety.

Klein Wanzlebenei Elite .

Kuauei
Lemaire
Drsprez
Tilmorin
Klein Wanzlebener

FieU B.

KleiB Wanzlebener Elite

Kjiauer
Lemaire
Desprez
Vilmoriii
Klein Wanzlebener

20. 56 14.9 6. 126
21. 2« 14.9 6. 341
23. 49 13.8 6. 473
20. 40 13.4 7,081
25. 80 13.9 6, 838
24.60 13.9 6, 838

It was to be expected, from well-known facts connected with beet cul-

ture, that the growing of beets on practically virgin soil would tend to

increase the tonnage per acre at the exi^ense of the sugar content of

the beets. It is gratifying, however, to see from the above results that

the average content of sugar in the beets has been very little dimin-

ished by the increased tonnage. It should be remarked, however,

that tliis increased tonnage is due to the fact that the beets were groT\Ti

very closely together, and thus kept from becoming very large. In fact,

the average weight of the beets grown upon the station is much less

than it should be, but it was tliought best to secure this result rather

than to have overgrown beets with a low content of sugar.

It will be of interest to compare the results obtained at the station

during its first year with the average results obtained in field culture

in the beet-sugar countries of Europe. It will be understood, of course,

that this is hardly a fair comparison, but it shows that with careful cul-

ture, even on the strong vh^gin soils of this country, the record of ton-

nage and saccharine strength compares very favorably with the general

results obtained in field culture in Europe.

The frill details of the work of the experiment station will be given

in Bulletin l^o. 33, now in course of preparation.

YIELD OF BEETS PEE, TON—PERCE^^TAGE OF AFIELD OF SUGrAE IN

BEETS IN EL'ROPE COMPARED WITH THE RESULTS OBTAINED AT
SCHUYLER.

In respect of the tonnage of beets per acre and the average content

of sugar in the beet for the diflerent countries of Europe, it is difficult

to give definite statements. The yield given in the official reports is

the x)ercentage of sugar obtained on the weight of the beet. AVe may
safely assume, however, that between 80 and 85 per cent of the total

weight of sugar in tlie beet is recovered in the process of manufacture.

In regard to the tonnage per acre, the most reliable statements which

we have access to give the following

:

For the season of 1S90-'91.

Austria-Hungary
Frnnce
Gerinauy ..

tons per acre.. 9.8
do... 11.3
do... 13.8
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The yield on the exjieiinieut station of the Department at Schnyler,

Nebr., during tlie past summer, average of all i)lats, was 21.7 tons X)er

acre. In explanation of this, however, it should be said tliat the soil on
which these beets were grown was practically a virgin soil, very fertile,

and, therefore, the yield must be regarded as abnormally high. It is

not infrequent, however, in Europe, to obtain 20 and even 25 tons per
acre in exceptional circumstances, but this is not obtained in the beet
fields taken as a Avhole. It is thought, however, that with the natural
fertility of the soil of this country we may expect, when rational agri-

culture is introduced and with proper artificial fertilizers, to obtain an
average yield of from 16 to 17 tons per acre.

In regard to the content of sugar in the beets, the following state-

ments can be made

:

The percentage of sugar obtained in Austria-Hungary during the
season of 1890-'9i on the weight of beets secured Avas 11.02. Assum-
ing that 80 per cent of the total Aveight of sugar in the beet was
obtained, it would make the per cent of sugar in the beet 13.7.

The yield of sugar in France during the campaign of 1890-'91 on the
Aveiglit of the beets Avorked was 11.61 per cent, which, on the same
basis, Avould give the percentage of sugar in the beet 14.05.

The percentage of yield in Germany during the season of 1889-'90

was 12.35. Allowing as before 80 per cent of the sugar in the beets
to be obtained, this would give the i)ercentage of sugar in the beet
15.4. The yield of sugar for the camx)aign of 1890-'91 is stated to be
l)ractically the same.
The percentage of sugar in the beets groAvn by the Department at

Schuyler Avas 13.8.

It is i)robable that a nearer value of the real content of sugar in the
beets in Europe, calculated on the i)ercentage of yield, would be
obtained by using the factor 85 instead of 80. Calculated on this basis,

the percentages would be as folioavs :

Per cent,

Austria-Hungary 12. 9
France 13. 6
Germany 14. 5

Collecting the above into tabular form, we have the following com-
parative statements

;

Tons per
acre.

Sugar in
beet on 80
per cent
basis.

Sngar in
beet on 85
per cent
basis.

9.8
11.3
13.8

13.7
14.5
15.4

12.9
13.6
14.5Germany

21.7 Per cent sugar in beet
13.8.

GROWTH OF SUGAR BEETS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE COUNTRY.

In order to comply with a general demand for experimental work
with sugar beets, 5J tons of seed were purchased for general distribu-
tion. Tavo tons of this seed ayere purchased from Dii^pe Bros., of Qued-
linburg, of the Klein Wanzlebener variety ; two tons were purchased
from Vilmorin, Andrieux et Cie, of Paris, of Yilmorin's Improved
variety, and li tons AA^ere purchased from the Oxnard Beet Sugar Com-
j'nny, of Grand Island, ll^ebr., of German and French sugar-beet seed,
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These seeds were put up in packages averaging 13 ounces to a package,
making in all 13,500 packages, and were sent to 1,600 persons. At tlie

same time tliere Avas sent to each person receiving seed a copy of Farm-
ers' Bulletin Xo. 3, giving instructions for the planting and cultivation
of the beets. This bulletin is still available for distribution to those
who write for it. Full directions were also sent for sampling the beets
and sending them to the Department for analysis. The mean results
obtained for each State are as follows :

Table showing mean comjmsition of heets in each State, Msed on the average composition ly
counties.

State. Samples.
Sucrose
in beet.

Purity.

Numlier. Per cent. Per cent.

I
7.69 56.9

Ai-kansas 6. 39 58.9
California 9 11.06 76. 0

Colorado 46 13. 61 77. 6

Connecticut 11, 20 78.9
11. 02 64.9

Idaho I 12. 73 74.9
36 11.15 75.0

Indiana 71 11.90 77.6
Indian Territory .

.

1 12.40 81.6
lo^a 314 11.39 75.3

36 10. 92 71.2
3 8.26 60.9

Maryland 2 7.75 68.5
Miciiigan 46 12. 77 77.9
Minnesota 34 11.56 74.7
Missouri 11 10.93 73. 5

Montana 40 13.14 72. 5

State.

Xebraska
aSTevada
Xew Hampshire

.

Xe^- Mexico
Xe^v Tcrk
oSTorth Dakota . .

.

Ohio
Oklahoma Terr'y
Oregon "

.

Pennsylrania .. .

South 'Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming
KeV Jersey

Samples.

Xi'.rnber.

59

18
1

16

4
11
61

1

33

10
73
11

433
15
1

Sucrose
in beet.

Per cent.

11.44
13.87
11.62
13. 42
11. 05
12. 34
11.97
6.37
13.95
13.02
12. 20
9. 77

10. 53
11.06
14.75
11.41
13.04
7.33

Puritr.

Per cent.

75.1
82.4
80.0
75.8
74.3
73.8
78.9
53.0
84.5
77.7
74.4
69.2
70.1
77.2
84.2
75.9
78.0
70.8

Note.—It is necessary to give a number of precautions to the reader in order that
he may not misapprehend the data given in the preceding table of analyses of beet
samples.
In the first place it must be remembered that these beets Trere all sent by mail or

express to the Department, and, with the exception of those localities which were
near at hand, several days necessarily elapsed from the time of harvesting the beets
until they were received for analysis. Careful experimental data show that beets
which are harvested and exposed, even when wrapped for shipment by mail, lose

water very rapidly, and therefore the c^iiantity of sugar which the beet contains on
analysis is greater really than it possesses in the normal state. It is probable, there-
fore, that the data given for the content of sugar will average at least 10 per cent
too high. Again, it is not fair to compare States which furnished only a few samples,
for instance, like Idaho, Arkansas, Arizona, Maryland, Kentucky, etc., with those
States which furnished several hundred samples, like Iowa, South Dakota, and Wis-
consin. The data must be taken simply to represent the character of the samples
sent, and can not be reasonably construed to indicate the suitableness of the soil and
elimate of any particular State for the production of sugar beets. It must, however,
be allowed that in those States, such as Oregan, Washington, and Montana, where
the results are exceptionally high, the data show a peculiar suitability to the pro-
duction of beets rich in sugar.
The State of Washington, with eleven samples, shows the best results of all, pro-

ducing beets which had an average of 14.75 per cent of sugar, with a purity of 84.2.

Next to Washington comes Oregon with 33 samples, showing 13.95 per cent of
sugar and 84.5 purity. Other States showing excellent results are

—

Per cent.

Nevada 13.87
Colorado 13.61
New Mexico 13.42
Wyoming 13.04
Michigan 12.77

South Dakota 12.20

Indiana 11.90
Minnesota 11.56

Nebraska 11.44

Wisconsin : 11.41

Iowa , 11.39
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One nota1)lo result is that in the arid regions wliere irrigation is practiced the
beets produced are almost uniformly of a high character. Tlie fine results obtained
in Washington and Oregon are also most encouraging, inasmuch as in many States,

especially on the Pacific coast, the winters are much milder than can be expected in

Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, and the two Dakotas.
In a ge^?eral way it is fair to say that with our i)resent knowledge of the subject

the culture of the sugar beet, for sugar-making purposes, is more likely to succeed
in arid regions where irrigation is practiced and where the winters are mild, and
on the Pacific coast, where the beets can be grown without irrigation and where the
winters are also mild. This is not said in any way to discourage the introduction
of the culture of the beet into other localities which show beets of fair quality but
which are subject to winters of greater severity. As has already been indicated, the
early advent of killing frost and' freezing weather is a matter of serious consequence
to beet-growers, interfering, as it does, with the proper harvesting and preservation
of the beets.

Great difficulty is experienced in securing common methods of culture
and harvesting the samples of beets. There are many cases in which
the yield per acre of beet roots reported is absurdly high^ reaching, in

one case, 99 tons per acre. Any yield exceeding 25 tons per acre which
is reported is looked upon with suspicion, and it is i)robable that the
experimenter has made some mistake in determining the yield. While
it is not impossible to grow 25 tons of sugar beets to the acre, yet it is

very improbable that such a yield should be obtained if all the condi-

tions necessary to the production of beets are observed.
In general, it may be said that the percentage of sugar which has

been obtained in these general experiments is satisfactory. When it is

remembered that in a great majority of cases many of the conditions
necessary to success were doubtless neglected, and when it is further
considered that the sami^les were subjected to every variety of culti-

vation and to almost every vicissitude of climate, the results can not
but be regarded as satisfactory. It is evident, however, that investi-

gations of this kind are not sufficient to secure the introduction of the
beet-sugar industry.
The growth of a very small plat of beets is quite different from the

cultivation of a large area, and it is yet very i^roblematical whether the
farmers of this country will be willing, as a class, to engage in beet
culture as long as other forms of agriculture, less onerous and less ex-

pensive, prove renumerative. The culture of the sugar beet is essen-
tially a practice of the highest class of agriculture, and will probably
not be very popular until the farming lands of our country are more
valuable. When farming lands get to be worth from $200 to $300 per
acre, the yield of maize and wheat will probably not be sufficient to

pay the rental on land of that price. In such case the farmers will be
compelled to look for a crop which, under intensive culture, will bring
a larger return. Such a crop is evidently to be found in the sugar beet.
In many cases capital has been found waiting to engage in the manu-

facture of beet sugar, but the promoters of the factory have found it

impossible to secure the cooperation of farmers in sufficient numbers to

insure a crop of reasonable magnitude. The purpose, therefore, of
building a factory in such a locality was given up under compulsion.
Perhaps moia serious difficulties in connection with the beet-sugar

industry will be fbund in climatic conditions.

As has been pointed out before, in both annual and special reports
of this Department, the area of our Northern States, especially the
North Central States, suitable to the production of sugar beets is very
large, and it has also been shown by the cultural experiments mentioned
above that beets of fine saccharine strength and of large average ton-

nage per acre can be grown in these localities. The difficulties, how-
ever, of having the beets harvested and well secured before the accea-
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sion of cold weatlier are very great. Especially during the present
season, severe cold weather Avas exi^erienced over many jiarts of the
IS^ortlierii Central States very early in i^'oveniber. It is reported that
many thousands of tons of beets which had been grown for the use of
factories in those localities were lost through this freezing temperature.
It is quite certain that in all localities in our JS^orth Central States^
and in all localities exx)osed to the frosts which are likel}^ to occur from
northwestern blizzards, arrangements will have to be made by the
farmer to have his beet crop harvested and secured by the 1st of
il^ovember. It is even to be feared that in some seasons the late Octo-
ber days may not be wholly secure against these sudden incursions of
northern blizzards.

Whether or not the facilities afforded by these localities for the
growth of beets will be considered a sufficient offset for the difficulties

attending these climatic catastrophes, exi)erience alone will show. To
the region on the Pacific coast these remarks about climate do not
apply. The winters of California, Oregon, and Washington are milder
than those which prevail in the beet-growing regions of Europe, and it

would be only fair to expect the most rapid increase in beet-sugar fac-

tories in those localities. Long experience has shown that beets will

grow on the Pacific coast with fair tonnage and fair content of sugar,
and the winters by their mildness afford exceptional opportunities for

manufacture. It must not be supposed, however, that the severity of
the winter must be considered an insuperable difficulty in the establish-

ment of a beet-sugar industry. While the cost of siloing the beets may
be a little greater, it will not be sufficiently great to wholly destroy the
profit of the industry. Full details respecting the beets grown from
the seed distributed by the Department will be found in Bulletin Iso. 33.

SYSTEMS OF TAXATION AND BOUNTY.

Many inquiries are received by the Department in regard to the
fiscal system of European nations in respect of sugar beets. In order

to supply the required information on this subject, the following digest

of the laws of European countries manufacturing beet sugar is given.

This digest contains the substance of the law now in force, or about to

come into force, in those countries. Api)euded to tlds digest is the

United States law relating to the bounty on sugar, concerning which
numerous inquiries have l3een directed to this Department j also the

law of Canada.

GERMANY.

The law which is at present in force in Germany in regard to the tax-

ation of beet sugar, and the payment of bounties and rebates on
exported sugar, went into effect on the 1st of August, 1888, and will

expire by limitation of the Reichstag on the 1st of August, 1892.

By the terms of this law beets entering into manufacture are taxed
80 pfennigs (80.1904)* per 100 kilograms (220.5 pounds)t. This is a

reduction of 90 pfennigs from the old law. One of the great inno-

vations of the new law Avas the inq^osition of a tax on all sugar entering

into consumption in the German Enquire of 12 marks ($2.856)| per 100

* The value of 1 pfennig is about a quarter of a cent, United States currency,

t The value of 1 kilogram is 2.2046 pounds avoirdupois.

t The value of I mark is 23.8 cents, United States currency.
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kilograms. The rebates on exported sugar under the present law are

as follows

:

(1) For raw sugar polarizing at least 90 per cent, and for refined sugar containing
less than 98 per cent, but at least 90 per cent of sugar, 8.50 marks.

(2) For candies and sugars in white hard loaves, etc., or crushed in the presence
of revenue officers, and for all sugars of at least 99.5 purity, 10.65 marks.

(3) For all other hard sugar not containing over 1 ^ler cent of water, and contain-
ing at least 98 per cent of sugar, 10 marks.

The amounts stated are for 100 kilograms.

It is thought that the ])resent bounty or profit accruing to the manu-
facturers amounts to about 2.12 marks per 100 kilograms. The amount
of tax collected in Germany for the camx^aign of 1889-'90 was as follows

:

Marks. Dollars.

Tax on raw beets 78, 600, 315 = 18, 706, 874. 970
Amount paid in bounties 65, 900, 715= 15, 684, 377. 310

Cost of collection, etc 3, 144, Oil = 748, 274. 618

Net receipts for the tax on beets 9, 555, 557= 2, 274, 222. 566
Net receipts from tax on sugar entering into consumption 50, 814, 291 12, 093, 804. 258
Making total net receipts of the German treasury from
the beet tax 60, 369, 848= 14, 368, 023. 824

The following are the chief provisions of the new law in the German
Empire, which was passed on the 31st of May, 1891, to go into effect on the
1st of August, 1892: (1) Tax on sugar entering into consumption, 18
marks per 100 kilograms; (2) the duty on imported sugar is fixed at 36
marks per 100 kilograms.

The rebates on exported sugar are paid on three classes of sugar, viz

:

A. Eaw sugar polarizing at least 90° and under 98°; B. Candied, loaf,

and other sugars polarizing at least 99.5°; 0. Hard sugar containing
not more than 1 per cent of water^ crystals^ lumps, etc., i)olarizing at

least 980.

The amount of drawback on each of these classes is fixed as follows;

From the 1st of August, 1892, to the 31st July, 1895:

A 1.25 marks per 100 kilograms.
B. . 2.00 marks per 100 kilograms.
C 1.65 marks per 100 kilograms.

From the 1st of August, 1895, to the 31st July, 1897

:

A ^ 1.00 marks per 100 kilograms.
B 1.75 marks per 100 kilograms.
C 1.40 marks per 100 kilograms.

The provisions of the rebate last for only five years, as will be seen,

and this is called the transition period, after which it is supposed that
no rebate in the form of a premium will be i)aid.

In case sugar which has been dei^osited in x>iib]ic warehouses has
received the premium mentioned above, and is subseqently withdrawn
for consumption at home, the i^remium which has been paid must be
refunded to the treasury. A full descrixition of the law is found in
" Zeitschrift des Yereiiis fiir die Eiibenzucker-Industrie," August^ 1891,

p. 571 et seq,

FRANCE.

In France a ncAv law in regard to the taxing of sugar was promul-
gated in the Journal Officiel of the 30th of June. The law went into
effect on the 1st of September, 1891. It reads as follows:

Article 1. Commencing from the 1st September next, and for the following cam-
paigns, the legal yield per 100 kilograms of beets worked in the home sugar facto-
ries is fixed at 7.7.50 kilograms.

Where the actual yield of any factory does not exceed 10.5 kilo-

grams of refined sugar per 100 kilograms of beets, the whole of the
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excess is atlmitted to tlie bciioftt of the reducefl duty euaotod by tlie first

paragraph of article 1 of the law of August 5, 1890. The lialf ouly of
any excess obtained above 10.5 kilograms of sugar per 100 kilograms
of beets is subject to this reduced duty, duty being levied on the other
half at the full rate of 60 francs per 100 kilograms.
Those manufacturers who, i)revious to the 1st of November of each

year, shall make declaration at the Bureau de la Kegie, that they
renounce any claim to the benefit of the premium on the excess over
legal yield shall be allowed a drawback of 15 per 100 on the total amount
of their manufacture. Sugars on which this drawback is allowed are
subject to a duty equal to that applicable to the sugars representing
the.excess yields.

The prise-en-cliarge (legal yield) fixed by the first paragraph of the
present article applies definitely under one or the other of the two modes
of levying duty above defined, whatever may be the eventual excess of

deficit.

Art. 2. The drawback on manufacture allowed to manufacturers^ who are also
distillers by article 6 of the law of August 5, 1890, is reduced to 15 per cent, com-
mencing from the campaign of 1891-'92.

Art. 3. Molasses delivered from one factory to another or to a sucraterie under fis-

cal supervision is credited to the manufacturing account at the rate of 30 kilograms
of refined sugar per 100 kilograms of molasses. It is taken into account at the fac-

tory where delivered for the quantity of refined sugar with which the account of the
sender has been credited. Only molasses already worked and containing not more
than 50 per cent 100 of absolute sugar is subject to these conditions.
Art. 4. No modification with regard to the fixing of the legal yield or the draw-

back, which may be the object of further legislatiou, shall be applicable before the
expiration of one year from the promulgation of the new law.

Temj)orary provision.

Art. 5. For the campaign of 1890-'91 a drawback of 15 per 100 on the total quan-
tity manufactured shall be allowed to those sugar manufacturers who, by declara-
tion made at the Bureau de la Regie within five days at the latest from the promul-
gation of the present law, shall renounce any claim to the benefit of the premium on
sugar obtained above the legal yield.

The last paragraph but one of article 1, cited above, is applicable to

the sugars representing this drawback.
The tax on imported sugar in France is 60 francs* per 100 kilograms.

As will be seen, the manufacturer pays at the rate of 30 francs for all

sugar in excess of the legal yield of 7.75 kilograms up to 10.5 kilograms.

On all sugar over this he pays the full tax of 60 francs per 100 kilo-

grams on one-half of the excess above 10.5 and 30 francs per 100 kilo-

grams on the other half.

The following computation may be made of premiums received by
the French manufacturers of sugar when they export it under the
present law:

If the beets yield 11 i^er cent of sugar, the premium amounts to 8.85

francs per 100 kilograms. If the yield be ten per cent, the premium
amounts to 8.25 francs per 100 kilograms. If the yield be 9 per cent,

the i^remium will amount to 5.70 francs per 100 kilograms. It is also

seen that by one of the conditions of the law all manufacturers are

guarantied certain premiums if they renounce any claim to the excess

over the legal yield. They will then receive a fixed premium of 4.50

francs per 100 kilograms, being 15 per cent of 30 francs duty which is

to be paid. It should also be stated that there is an extra tax of 7

francs per 100 kilograms on all beet sugar imported into France. This

tax is not collected on cane sugar imj)orted. In short, according to

*The value of 1 franc is 19 cents. United States currency.
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the new law, it appears that the Freiu^li Croveriimeiit will guaranty to

manufacturervS of sugar a luininiuni premium of 4.50 francs per 100
kilograms of sugar. For those manufacturers who work witli rich

beets, the premium will vary froiu 8 to 9 francs per 100 kilograms,
according to the richness of the beets.

AUSTRIA-HUNaARY.

In Austria the duties on irai^orted sugar, payable in gold, are as

follows: On white sugar, 50 francs i)er 100 kilograms 5 on raw sugar
below 19, Dutch standard, 37.50 francs per 100 kilograms,* on sirups,

glucose, and molasses, 15 francs per 100 kilograms; there is a duty on
indigenous sugar entering consumiDtion of 23.65 francs per 100 kilo-

grams.
When sugar is exported, the following direct premiums are paid

:

Trancs.

Per 100 kilograms of sugar polarizing from 88 to 93 3. 22
Per 100 kilograms of sugar polarizing from 93 to 99.5 3. 44
Per 100 kilograms of sugar polarizing from 99. 5 to 100 4. 94

The annual maximum of premiums is not to exceed 5,000,000 florins,*

or 10,750,000 francs. If the premiums on exported sugar exceed this

sum, the excess is to be reimbursed by the sugar factories in proportion
to their production. A bond is given by the factories to secure this

reimbursement. This bond is 11,000 florins or 23,650 francs (14,564.450)
for each sugar factory.

RUSSIA.

In Eussia the new sugar law which has just gone into effect contains
the following provisions. The duty on imported sugar is as follows

:

For refined sugar 97. 68 francs per 100 kilograms.
* For brown sugar 73. 26 francs per 100 kilograms.

The minister of finance has authority to lower this duty to 36.63
francs per 100 kilograms if the X)rice of sugar reaches 6 ($3,528) to 6.5

(13.822) rubiest per poodf (36.068 pounds) at St. Petersburg, or 5 to 5.5

rubles per pood at Kieff.

The excise duty for sugar in consumption amounts to 17.27 francs
per 100 kilograms. Beginning with the campaign of 1892-^93, a supple-
mentary duty will be imposed on refined sugar of 40 kopecks§ ($0,235)
per i)ood, equivalent to 6.83 francs per 100 kilograms; so the total tax
for sugar entering consumption from that time will be 24.10 francs per
100 kilograms of refined sugar. The excess of the import tax over the
tax on consumption will then be as follows

:

For raw sugar 73. 26—17. 27=55, 99 francs per 100 kilograms.
For refined sugar 97. 63—24. 10=73. 58 francs per 100 kilograms.

Admitting that the Government will reduce the duty on imi)orted
sugar to the minimum of 1.50 rubles in gold per pood, there will still

reDiain for the manufacturer of sugar in Eussia an assured premium,
on exportation, of 19.36 francs per 100 kilograms for raw sugar,
and 12.53 francs per 100 kilograms for refined sugar. At the present

*The value of the Austrian florin in francs as given above is 2.15. Tlie ratio in
gold coin as fixed by the United States Treasury is 1.88 francs.

tTlie value of 1 ruble is about 77 cents, United States currency.
tThe value of 1 pood is 36 English pounds avoirdupois.
§The value of 1 kopeck is about 0.60 cents^ United States currency.
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import dwtjj ]iovreyeVj the premiums are greater than that mentioned
aboA^e.

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM.

In Holland as well as in Belgium the tax upon raw sugar is fixed
upon the volume and density of the juice. The legal yield is fixed at
1.4G kilograms of refined sugar or 1.65 kilograms of brown sugar per
hectoliter of juice for each degree of density. The tax amounts to 27
florins, equivalent to 56.43 francs, i:>er 100 kilograms of refined sugar.
The duty on imi^orted sugar in Holland is as follows

:

Candied sugar of the first class, 31.86 florins, equivalent to 66.59 francs, per 100
kilograms.
Candied sugar of the second class, 28.89 florins, equal to 60.38 francs, per 100 kilo-

grams.
White sugar polarizing above 99°, 27 florins, equal to 56.43 francs, per 100 kilo-

grams.
Raw sugars, for each degree of polarization, .27 florins, equal to .56 francs, per 100

kilograms.

The minimum amount of money which the treasury is to receive from
sugar is fixed by law for the campaigns of 1892-'93 and 1893-'94 at

8,500,000 florins ($3,417,000). Any deficit in this amount is to be
made up by the sugar manufacturers.

SWEDEN.

The duty on indigenous sugar entering consumption is one-half of

the duty on imported sugar from May 22, 1891, for sugars below ^sTo. 19,

Dutch standard. The duty is collected on the weight of beets entering
the factory, assuming that the yield in raw sugar is 6.25 per cent on the
weight of beets worked.
The rate of duty on imported sugar below l^o. 18 is 23.5 kronen, equal

to 33 francs, per 100 kilograms.
The tax on home-grown raw sugar is therefore 11.75 kronen, equal to

16.5 francs, per 100 kilograms.

DENMARK.

The duty on imported sugar is fixed at the following rates from Octo-

ber, 1891: White sugar above No. 18, Dutch standard, 6 oere* per
livre;* white wsugar above 9, Dutch standard, 3 oere per livre; white

sugar darker than above, 2 oere per livre; molasses and sirup, 1 oere

per livre; indigenous sugar is taxed for consumption at the rate of

2.25 oere per livre for sugar above No. 19.

If, however, the total quantity of sugar made does not exceed

32,000,000 kilograms (70,547,200 pounds), then the manufacturers are

not required to make good the deficit. The amount of deficiency which
each manufacturer is compelled to pay shall in no case ever exceed 6

florins per 100 kilograms of the excess of sugar over the minimum
fixed above.
The amount which each manufacturer is compelled to pay is fixed by

the minister of finance, and is to be paid within a month after its pub-

lication in the Journal Officiel.

ITALY.

From November 21, 1891, the duties on sugars imported into Italy

are as folloAVs: Sugar of first class, per 100 kilograms, 92 francs; sugar

of second class, per 100 kilograms, 76.75 francs. Sugars of first class

include all above 20, Dutch standard, or polarizing above 98 degrees.

* 1 livre =200 grams; 100 oere = 1.40 francs.
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The excise 'ca>i Oii sugar of domestic i)ro(liictioii is as follows: For
sugars of first class, per 100 kilograms, 03.15 francs- for sugars of
second class, per 100 kilograms, 55.95 francs.

Indigenous sugar is fostered, tliei'efore, by a protective duty equal to

the dilierence between the tariff on imported sugars and the excise tax
on indigenous sugars. This amounts in sugars of the first class to 28.85

francs per 100 kilograms, and in sugars of the second class to 20.80

francs per 100 kilograms.

CANADA.

The governor in council may authorize the payment, out of the con-
solidated revenue fund of Canada, under such regulations and restric-

tions as are made by order in council, to the producers of any raw
beet sugar produced in Canada wholly from beets grown therein,

between the 1st day of July, 1891, and the 1st day of July, 1893, of a
bounty of |1 per 100 pounds, and, in additi»m thereto, 3J cents per 100
pounds for each degree or traction of a degree over 70 degrees shown
by the polariscopic test.

UNITED STATES LAWS IN EEaARD TO SUGAR.

[Act of October 1. 1890, 2G Stat., 567.]

Bounty on sugar.

On and after July first, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, and until July first,

nineteen hundred and five, there shall he paid from any moneys in the Treasury not
otherwise ajixiropriated, under the provisions of section three thou^saud six hundred
and eighty-nine of the Revised Statutes, to the producer of sugar testing not less
than ninety degrees hy the polariscope, from heets, sorghum, or sugar cane grown
within the United States, or from maple sap produced within the United States, a
hounty of two cents per pound; and upon such sugar testing less than ninety
degrees by the polariscope, and not less than eighty degrees, a bounty of one and
three-fourths cents per pound, under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, shall pre-
scribe.

Notices, a])2>licaMo7is for license, and bonds.

The producer of said sugar to be entitled to said hounty shall have first filed prior
to July first of each year with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue a notice of the
place of production, with a general description of the machinery and methods to be
employed by him, with an estimate of the amount of sugar proposed to be produced
in the current or next ensuing year, including the number of maple trees to be
tapped, and an application for a license to so produce, to be accompanied by a bond
in a penalty, and with sureties to be approved by the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue, conditioned that he will faithfully observe all rules and regulations that shall
be prescribed for such manufacture and production of sugar.

Licenses.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, upon receiving the application and bond
hereinbefore provided for, shall issue to the applicant a license to produce sugar
from sorghum, beets, or sugar cane grown within the United States, or from maple
sap produced within the United States, at the place and with the machinery and by
the methods described in the application ; but said license shall not extend beyond
one year from the date thereof.
No bounty shall be paid to any person engaged in refining sugars which have

been imported into the United States, or produced in the United States upon which
the bounty herein provided for has already been paid or applied for, nor to any per-
son unless he shall have first been licensed as herein provided, and only upon sugar
produced by such person from sorghum, beets, or sugar cane grown within the
United States, or from maple sap jiroduced within the United States. The Com-
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missioiicr of IiittM iial Revenue, witli tlie approval of the Secretai\v of tlie Treasury,
sliall from time Xo time make all needful rules and regulations for tlie manulaeturci
of sugar from sorghum, beets, or sugar eane grown Avithiu the United States, or from
maple sap produeed Avithiu the United States, and shall, under the direction of the
Secretary of the Treasury, exercise supervision and inspection of the manufacture
thereof.

Payment ofhountles—No bounty upon less than Jive hundred pounds.

And for the payment of these bounties the Secretary of the Treasury is author-
ized to draw warrants on the Treasurer of the United States for such sums as shall

be necessary, which sums shall be certihed to him by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, by whom the bounties shall be disbursed, and no bounty shall be allowed
or paid to any person licensed as aforesaid in any one year upon any quantity of
sugar less than live hundred pounds.

Fenalties.

That any person who shall knowingly refine or aid in the refining of sugar
imported into the United States, or upon which the bounty herein provided for has
already been paid or applied for, at the place described in the license issued by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and any person not entitled to the bounty herein
provided for, who shall apply for or receive the same, shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall pay a fine not exceeding five thousand,
dollars, or be imprisoned for a period not exceeding five years, or both, in the dis-

cretion of the court.

Import duties—Beet-sugar machinery free until July 1, 1892.

All sugars above number sixteen Dutch standard in color shall pay a duty of five-

tenths of one cent per pound: Frorided, That all such sugars above number sixteen
Dutch standard in color shall x^ay one-tenth of one cent per pound in addition to the
rate herein provided for, when exported from, or the product of, any country when
and so long as such country pays or shall hereafter pay, directly or indirectly, a

bounty on the exportation of any sugar that may be included in this grade which is

greater than is paid on raw sugars of a lower saccharine strength; and the Secretary
of the Treasury shall prescribe suitable rules and regulations to carry this provision
into effect: And provided further, That all machinery purchased abroad and erected
in a beet-sugar factory and used in the production of raw sugar in the United States
from beets produced therein shall be admitted duty free until the first day of July,
eighteen hundred and ninety-two: Provided, That any duty collected on any of the
above-described machinery purchased abroad and imported into the United States
for the uses above indicated since January first, eighteen hundred and ninety, shall

be refunded.
Sugar candy and all confectionery, including chocolate confectionery, made wholly

or in part of sugar, valued at twelve cents or less per pound, and on sugars after be-
ing refined, when tinctured, colored, or in any way adulterated, five cents per pound.

All other confectionery, including chocolate confectionery, not especially provided
for in this act, fifty per centum ad valorem.

Glucose, or grape sugar, three-fourths of one cent per pound.

Provisions tale effect April 1, 1891.

That the provisions of this act providing terms for the admission of imported
sugars and molasses, and for the payment of a bounty on sugars of domestic produc-
tion, shall take effect on the first day of April, eighteen hundred and ninety-one:
Provided, That on and after the first day of March, eighteen hundred and ninety-one,
and jjrior to the first day of April, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, sugars not ex-

ceeding the number sixteen Dutch standard in color may be refined in bond without
payment of duty, and such refined sugars may be transported in bond and stored in

bonded warehouse at such points of destination as are provided in existing laws
relating to the immediate transportation of dutiable goods in bond, under such rules

and regulations as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.

Free list.

Sugars, all not above number sixteen Dutch standard color, all tank bottoms, all

sugar draiuings and sugar sweepings, sirups of cane juice, melada, concentrated
mclada, and concrete and concentrated molasses, and molasses.
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Conditional duly on sugar.

That with a view to sccnro reciprocal trach; with coniitrii's pro(lncin<4- the follow-
ing articles, and i'or this x'ni'pose, on and after the first day of Jiiniiiiry, eiglilecii

hundred and ninety-two, whenever, and so often as the President shall b<' satisfied

that the Government of any country in'oducing and exporting sugars, molasses, cof-

fee, tea, and hides, raw and nucured, or any of such articles, imposes duties or

other exactions upon the agricultural or other products of the United States, which
in view of the free introduction of such sugar, molasses, coltee, tea, and hides into

the United States he may deem to he reciprocally unequal and unreasonable, he shall

have the power, and it shall be his duty, to susyjend, by proclamation to that effect,

the provisions of this act relating to the free introduction of such sugar, molasses,
cohee, tea, and hides, the jjroduction of such country, for such time as ]je shall deem
just, and in such case and during such suspension, duties shall be levied, collected,

and paid npon sugar, molasses, cohee, tea, and hides, the product of, or exported
from, such designated country, as follows, namely:

All sugars not above number thirteen Dutch standard in color shall pay duty on
their polariscopic tests as follows, namely

:

All sugars not above number thirteen Dutch standard in color, all tank bottoms,
sirups of cane juice or of beet juice, melada, concentrated melada, concrete and con-
centrated molasses, testing by the polariscope not above seventy-five degrees, seven-
tenths of one cent per pound ; and for every additional degree or fraction of a degree
shown by the polariscopic test, two-hundredths of one cent per pound additional.

All sugars above number thirteen Dutch standard in color shall be classihed l)y

the Dutch standard of color and pay duty as follows, namely : All sugar above num-
ber thirteen and not above number sixteen Dutch standard of color, one and three-
eighths cents per pound.
All sugar above number sixteen and not above number twenty Dutch standard of

color, one and five-eighths cents per pound.
All sugars above number twenty Dutch standard of color, two cents per pound.
Molasses testing above fifty-six degrees, four cents per gallon.

Sugar drainings and sugar sweepings shall be subject to duty either as molasses or
sugar, as the case may be, according to polariscopic test.

Alcohol free of tax for maMng sugar from sorghum.

[Extract from act approved March 3, 1891, making appropriiitions for the Department of Agriculture
for tlie fiscal year ending June 30, 1892.]

That any manufacturer of sugar from sorghum may remove from distillery ware-
houses to factories, used solely for the manufacture of such sugar from sorghum, dis-

tilled spirits in bond free of tax, to be nsed solely in such manufacture of sugar from
sorghum ; that all distilled spirits removed as herein anthorized shall be of an alco-

holic strength of not less than one hundred and sixty per centum proof, and may be
removed, stored, and used in the manufacture of sugar from sorghum, and when so
nsed may be recovered by redistillation in the sugar factory of such sugar manufac-
turer under such bonds, rules, and regulations for the protection of the revenue and
the accomplishment of the purposes herein expressed as the Commissioner of Inter-
nal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, may prescribe.
Any person who removes or uses distilled spirits in violation of this provision, or

the regulations issued pursuant thereof, shall, on conviction thereof, be fined not less

than one thousand dollars nor more than five thousand dollars for each offense, and
the spirits and the premises on which such spirits are used shall be forfeited to the
United States.

THE MUCK LANDS OF THE FLORIDA PENINSULA.

The establishment by this Department of an experimental station at
Eunnymede, Fla., for investigating the growth of sugar cane in reclaimed
swamp mnck has rendered some account of that kind of soil important.
The possibilities of bringing into successful cultivation the swamp

lands of Florida have occupied the minds of capitalists for several
years. It has now been about ten years since Mr. Hamilton Disstoii,

of Philadelphia, formed the plan of reclaiming the swam}) lands of
Florida for agricultural jnirposes by drainage canals. These lands are
found ill detached localities over the whole State, but the parts of them
which demand our attention at the present time are found extending
from near the central portion of the peninsula in a southerly direction
to Lake Okeechobee, and thence into the Everglades to the Gulf. It is
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oil tliese lands tliat tlie experiments of reclamation have been made,
and several tlionsand acres of swamp lands Lave been already freed of

water and made ready for cultivation. Of tliese lands, at tlie present
time, about 2,000 acres are i)lanted in sugar cane, from 5,000 to 6,000
acres in rice, and qnite a large area in gardens.
Vast tracts of reclaimed land, liowever, are still in the wild state, the

water simjily having been taken off them, but no atteiniits having been
made to lit them for cultivation.

The muck lands, which form the subject of the present paper, begin
near the head waters of the St. Johns, about 20 miles southeast of the
town of Orlando. These lands form the borders of the lakes and rivers,

but the chief deposits are about the lakes. The configuration of the
internal lakes of Florida is of the sinixdest nature. About the edges
of the lakes the waves have thrown up a ridge of sand and muck, and
this ridge is usually covered with cypress trees. Back of these come
the swamp lands proper, which, during the greater part of the year,
before the system of drainage was established, were under water.
These swamp lands vary in width from a very few feet to many miles,

and are bordered in turn by the sand and pine lands.

The first of these lakes in geographical order is known as Lake Hart.
A canal has been cut from this lake to the head waters of the St. Johns,
and a large area of rich vegetable mold has been recovered. All other
systems of drainage in the lands to which reference is made are drained
toward the south, Lake Hart marking the watershed between the head
waters of the St. Johns and the headwaters of the Kissimmee. Only a
few miles south of Lake Hart is found Lake East Tohopekaliga. This
lake has been drained by a canal into Lake Tohopekahga, on the shores
of which is found the town of Kissimmee. Lake Tohopekaliga has also

been connected by a drainage canal with Lake Cypress, and Lake Cy-
press by another drainage canal with Lake Kissimmee. Lying east of
Lake East Tohopekaliga is found another series of lakes, viz, Lake
Preston, the most northern one, Lake Alligator, central, and Lake
Gently, the most southern of the three. These lakes are soon to be
connected by drainage canals, and the last one. Lake Gentry, is to be
opened into Lake Cj^iress. About sixty sections of land, or, in all,

about 40,000 acres of rich muck land will be recovered as soon as these
canals are finished.

Passing from Lake Kissimmee into the Kissimmee Eiver, we find a
stream bordered on both sidesbyrich deposits ofmuck passing gTadually
into the sand and puie lands back of them. The river is extremely tortu-

ous, and while the distance from Lake Kissimmee to Lake Okeechobee is

only about 60 miles in a direct line, a boat, following the course of the

river, passes over nearly 150 miles in order to reach the lake.

No attempts have been made so far to reclaim the muck lands border-

ing the Kissimmee Eiver by canals, and it is not possible to accomplish
this by natural drainage. The level of the Kissimmee Eiver, even at

low water, is almost the same as that of the muck lands bordering it,

and, during the rainy season, lasting from June till October, the river

becomes a veritable lake. There would, therefore, be no iiossibility

of natural drainage for these lands, but by the construction of levees

along the river and the introduction of pumps, many thousands of

acres could be recovered. Artificial drainage is no longer an experi-

ment, but in many parts of the country it is practiced with entire suc-

cess. The plantations on the Mississippi Eiver below Xew Orleans are

nearly all provided with artificial drainage systems, inasmuch as the

natural drainage in that locality is entirelj' insufiicient to free the lands
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from water. The ^c^reat fertility of tlie Florida muck soils would render
such a system of drainage profitable as soon as the country is opened
up to the markets of the North.
Passing from the Kissimmee River through Lake Okeechobee, we

come to the largest body of muck lands in the world. The northern
shores of Lake Okeechobee are fringed with a very little muck, but as
you approach the southern border the muck deposits become deep and
wide until finally they merge into those vast deposits of muck which
form the northern border of the Everglades. The exact extent south-

ward of this body of muck is not known, but it has been accurately
surveyed for a distance of about 50 miles, and found to be of excellent

character throughout the whole of this distance.

As has been said before, the problem of drainage for the muck lands
for the central portion of the peninsula, beginning with Lake Hart and
continuing to Lake Cypress, is an exceedingly simple one. All that is

necessary to secure the drainage is the construction of canals. This is

easily done by dredge boats, inasmuch as the muck is easily moved and
a good dredge boat is able to cut 300 feet of muck a day, 8 feet deep and
50 feet wide. When, however, we come to the vast deposits of muck on
the Okeechobee, the problem is quite a different one. Two methods of
procedure have been proposed. One of these contemplates nothing else

than the drainage of Lake Okeechobee itself. This body of water is a
peculiar one. It receives through its principal tributaries and the Kis-
simmee River most of the drainage of the central peninsula of Florida.

It has, however, no outlet except the overflow through the Everglades
into the Gulf and westerly through the marshes into the head waters of
the Caloosahatchee. The building of a canal to the Atlantic Ocean,
which would remove the surplus water of the Okeechobee and per-

manently lower its level, would be an undertaking of considerable mag-
nitude. The nearest distance is about 40 miles directly eastward from
the central eastern part of the lake. The whole of this distance, how-
ever, would be through sand which, of course, is much more difficult to

move, on account of its greater compactness and greater weight than
the muck itself; it is therefore probable that itwould be more economical
to cut the canal in a southerly direction from the center of the southern
border of the lake directly through the muck into the Everglades. A
careful computation of the amount of drainage received by Lake Okee-
chobee would show that for the purpose of securing open drainage dur-
ing the rainy season, the canal would have to be 300 feet wide and 12
feet deep. Such a canal would permanently lower the water 6 feet in

the lake aud would make ready for cultivation the vast body of muck
lands already described.
The second method proposed is one which is now actually in opera-

tion, viz, the drainage of a portion of the muck lands of the Okee-
chobee. The system which is proposed, and which is now largely
completed, looks to the recovery of only a portion of the land on the
southwestern border of the lake. Lake Hicpochee is a small body of
water, which, at its nearest point, is distant only about 6 miles from
Lake Okeechobee. A canal has l3een constructed from Lake Okeecho-
bee to Lake Hicpochee. A longer canal, about 18 miles, has also been
built almost directly east from Lake Hicpochee to connect with Lake
Okeechobee at another point. Westerly from Lake Hicpochee a canal
has already been built into Lake Bonne and Lake Flirt connecting them
with the head waters of the Caloosahatchee.
The next step in tliis scheme for the reclamation of this body of land

consists in the erection of a levee along the borders of the lake. This
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levoe is to oxtond to tlie pine lands at two points, one about 15 miles
north of Lake Hici)oeliec and another at some point south of it, at such
convenient distance as may be found necessary for the work. The levee
along- the bank of the Okeecliobee Avill completely protect this portion
of the land from any overfloAv from this lake. The drainage through
the system of canals establislied to the bead waters of the Caloosa-
liatchee will be sufficient to carry off tlie natural rainfall of this body of
land. About 50,000 acres of land are included already in the canals
whicli are under construction, and a very little additional expense would
increase this area to 100,000.

Col. J. Kreamer, at my request, has made an api)roximate esti-

mate of the total amount of muck lands indicated in the scheme already
given. He estimates the amount at 1,000,000 acres. He says:

These lauds are foimd in bodies of greater or less extent througliont the Kissim-
mee valley, the northern limit being in tlie vicinity of Lake Hart. A map of the
region west of Lake Okeechobee shows, in detail, the extent and depth of saw grass
or muck soil, and the ease with which it can be reclaimed and cultivated by labor-
saving appliances was fully discussed by us during your recent trip through the
Okeechol3ee country. This tract is now (July 22, 1891,) virtually dry, due to the
low stage of water in Okeechobee and vicinity. The surface of the soil is at least 30
inches above the water level. Reports from Okeechobee show that the muck lauds
south of the lake are all at present above the water level from 18 inches to 2 feet.

We are cutting a canal to the southwest from a point on the shore of Lake Okeecho-
bee near Ritta River.

By the single canal connecting Lake Okeecbobee with Lake Hic-
pocliee and tbence to the Oaloosahatchee, tbe level of the water in the
Okeechobee bas been permanently lowered from a foot to 18 inches. If

one small canal, through the imperfect drainage system of the Caloo-
sahatcbee Eiver, can secure this result, we can easily imagine tbe suc-

cess which would attend the construction of the large canal mentioned
above.
The total elevation of the highest point of this muck land sj^stem,

viz. Lake Hart, above the tide level is about 72 feet. Lake Okeechobee
itself is 20 feet above the tide. It is thus seen that there is abundant
natural fall to carry off' the whole of the water provided a canal of

sufficient size can be constructed.
The origin of the muck soil is, of course, vegetable matter. Tliere

are no data for estimating the length oftime required for the formation
of these muck deposits. It is known that it must have been of great
duration. For this reason it is not probable that the flora which is

found over the muck region at the present time would represent accu-

rately the character of the vegetation in prehistoric times. I have had
samifles collected of the i)rincipal vegetable growths which cover the
muck lands at the present time. The whole of the Okeechobee muck
lands is covered almost exclusively by saw-grass. This is a cj^era-
ceous i3lant of the genus Cladium ; its botanical name is Cladium Ma-
riscus or C. effimim. During the winter and early spring months this

dense growth of grass often becomes dry enough to burn, and large

areas are often burned over. Oilier plants which are, at present, con-

tributing to the growth of muck, are as follows :

Broom sedge
Arrow weed

Fern brake
Mallow

Yellow pond lily. -

Maiden cane grass
Alligator wampee
Sedge

Common uame. Botanical name.

.Nymphea flava.

-Panicum Curtisii.

.Pontederia cordata var.

.Cyperus sp.

. Osmunda sp.

Malva sp.

Audropogon sp.

Sagittaria.
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In reg^ard to the depth of the soil, it varies from the merest covering
at tlie edges near the sand to from 15 to JO feet in its chiepest portions.

The greater part of the muck lands, as before indicated, will vary from
3 to () feet in de])th, while along the Okeechobee the average depth is

much greater. The soil varies in color from almost jet black to black
brown.
The subsoil lying under the muck in the upper region around Kis-

simmee is pure sand. The Okeechobee muck, however, is underlaid
with a thick stratum of shell marl containing pebbles very rich in phos-

phorus, and this rests upon a coralline or limestone formation. This
limestone formation is very porous in structure, full of cavities of vary-

ing sizes, capable of being ground with extreme ease and thus prepared
for application to the soil. At distances which vary from 2 or 3 miles

to perhaps 15 or 20 from the shore of the lake this limestone formation
comes nearest to the surface and forms a kind of a natural dam for the
waters of the lake. This line of demarcation may properly be consid-

ered as the border between the Lower and Upper Everglades.
Of course every plan of constructing a canal through the muck lands

must include the breaking up of this crust when it approaches the sur-

face. This, however, is most easily done and would oppose no great
barrier to the progress of the work. This crust has already been broken
through by the drainage company in opening the Ui)per Galoosahatcliee

to a freer connection with Lake Okeechobee, through Lakes Flirt and
Boone, by the system of canals already described.

As will be seen further on, the muck soils of Florida are markedly
deficient in mineral constituents. The presence, therefore, of so large a
body of limestone, mingled with xohosphatic i)ebbles, is a matter of no
mean importance when the agricultural future of these lands is con-

sidered. A few of these pebbles were picked up at the headwaters of the
Caloosahatchee and examined for phosphoric acid. The mean i>er-

centage of phosphoric acid found was 0.697. This region has not been
prospected at all for phosphate deposits, but it would not be surprising
if they were discovered to exist here in great abundance, as they are
found from 60 to 100 miles farther west, in the Peace River region.

The question of the subsidence of these soils under cultivation is also

one of considerable importance. If the organic matter which they con-
tain should decay there would, of course, be a marked depression in the
level of the soil. The oldest portions of the muck land in cultivation

have now been tilled for about eight years. In these lands, where sugar
cane was planted it has been found that there has been a subsidence of
several inches, so that the stubble of the sugar cane has been left pro-
truding to this distance above the surface. This depression, however,
seems to have occurred chiefly in the first two or three years of the cul-

tivation, and there seems to have been no such marked lowering in the
surface of the soil since that time. It is not likely, therefore, that the
soil will ever again be sufficiently depressed to bring it under the level

of the water, although it must be confessed that the i)eriod of observa-
tion has been entirely too short to make any definite prophecy in regard
to the future.

The organic matter, however, of the muck lands does not seem to be
subject to complete decomposition by the natural processes of decay.
The humic bodies, consisting largely of carbon, appear to be capable
of resisting partially, if not altogether, the oxidation to which they are
exposed by cultivation. There is considerable danger, however, from
fire, especially during the dry season. When fires are once started
with dry muck they continue to burn until the lands are flooded on the
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accession of the raiuy season. But even in cases where a complete
burning of the soils by conflagrations of this kind is observed the
depression does not appear to be very great, and these places are
entirely above the water line, except, perhaps, in times of verj^ severe
rains. There is, therefore, it is thonght, no danger in the future of

such a depression of the land as to render unavailing the drainage
which has been accomj)lished.
The question of climate is also one of prime importance, especially in

consideration of the culture of sugar and rice.

In regard to precipitation, the climate of Florida is divided distinctly

into a rainy and a dry season. The rainy season begins early in the
summer, in the latter part of May or June, and continues until about the
middle of Sej^tember or the 1st of October. From October to June
the climate of the central peninsula of Florida is essentially dry,

although showers may frequently occur. This distribution of the rain-

fall has its advantages and disadvantages. So far as the culture of rice

is concerned, it is extremely advantageous. The rainy season occurs
during the time when the rice fields are to be flooded, and thus the
necessity for artificial flooding is greatly diminished by the great rain-

fall of the summer. There is also an advantage to the growing cane
crop in having the rainfall come during the hot months, at the period
of most rapid growth. It is equally as advantageous, however, during
the manufacturing period, to have a dry season. For this reason the
period of the manufacture of sugar in Florida has many advantages
over the same time of the year in Louisiana. In Louisiana, especially

after ]N'ovember, the planter is exposed to freciuent and protracted rains,

rendering the fields muddy, and the roads over which the cane is to be
hauled almost impassable. The Florida planter can confidently count
on a continuous manufacturing season, being rarely interrupted by
rains. The disadvantages of the dry season in the central peninsula of
Florida are chiefly felt by the growers of vegetables. These vegetables
are grown for the early northern markets, and the gardening period in

central Florida begins about the last of December, and ends about the
first of May. It is during this season that rains are most infrequent,

and therefore the gardener is subjected to grave dangers from drought.
It is during the same i)eriod, too, that the spring planting of sugar cane
takes place, and, owing to the dry weather, the lilantetl cane may be
affected with dry rot. The disadvantages, however, of the dry season
are easily overcome by artificial irrigation, which, on account of the
level surface of tlie soil and the short distance which the water must
be punq^ed, is rendered particularly easy. By establishing a pump
near a branch of the lake and raising the water about 8 feet, the whole
of the muck lands can be easily irrigated. It is not necessary that the
water be brought to the surface of the soil at all, as, on account of the
porous nature of the muck, the land is thoroughly moistened by sub-

irrigation ; it is only necessary to bring the water high enough to allow
it to flow into the drainage ditch to secure a comj)lete permeation of

the soil with moisture. Upon the Avhole, therefore, in reg.ird to pre-

cipitation, it maj^ be said that the climate of the central i^eninsula of

Florida is favorable, not only to the growth of the staples—sugar and
rice—but also for market gardening.
In regard to the temperature, equally favorable conditions obtain.

Frosts are of rare occurrence, and when they do occur usually do but
little injury. Only twice in eight years have the eyes of the cane been
injured by frost, and even in these cases they were not all killed. In

no instance has cane been known to freeze in the Florida peninsula,
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during the period over Avhieh these observations extend. It may he
said, therefore, that no danger need be api^reheuded by the planter,

even in the central portion of the peninsula, from frost. On account of

this immunity from frost, the cane may be allowed to ripen during the
months of November and December, and grinding operations need not
begin until January or even later. The climatic conditions of temx)era-

ture, therefore, in this respect, approach those of the island of Cuba.
This being true of the central portion of the peninsula, it is true in a
much greater degree of the loAver portion, viz, the Okeechobee section.

In this region frosts are almost entirely unknown. The cocoanut and
the date i)alm flourish, and tropical plants of every descrii>tion predomi-
nate over the subtropical. In March, 1801, during a visit to this region,

numerous fields of cane were seen along the Caloosahatchee which had
not yet been cut, and which, although not entirely green, were only
affected in color by the maturity of the plant presenting a rich yellow-

ish green. In this region the sugar cane is absolutely free from any
danger from frost, although occasionally light frosts have been known to

injure more delicate plants. It may be said, then, with confidence that
in the region of the Okeechobee Lake the lands which may be recovered
for sugar-making purposes have all the advantages of the climate of
Cuba.
The manufacture of sugar from the cane in this region may be x>ost-

poned with perfect safety until the beginning of February, and the
months of February, March, and April be the months of greatest activity

in sugar manufacture.
On account of the ease of irrigation, the whole area of the muck

lands of Florida is particularly well suited to the growth of rice. In
regard to the actual success of rice culture, however, it is not possible

to speak from any but theoretical considerations, inasmuch as until the
present year no exi)eriments of any consequence have been made in

rice culture. During the present season several thousand acres have
been planted in rice on the muck and semimuck lands of the State, and
the result of this trial will be awaited with interest by those interested
in the agriculture of that region.

In regard to the culture of rice, it may be said that it can be grown
on the muck lands of slight depth, known as i)rairie lands. These
lands often have a covering of only a few inches of muck, underneath
of which is found firm, hard, white sand. These lands are not suitable
to the culture of cane, but are sui)i)osed to be well suited to the growth
of rice.

Another important consideration in connection with the muck lands
of the Okeechobee country is found in the method contemplated for

their cultivation. These lands will be intersected by numerous drain-
age canals, and by means of these canals not only can the land be
cultivated by steam from engines carried on boats in the canals them-
selves, but also the products of the fields can be transported on the
same canal, with an economy which will render the competition of mule
or horse power methods of cultivation almost impossible. Competent
engineers have made estimates for the actual cost of steam cultivation,
on the canal system indicated above, and, allowing for all contingencies
of unexpected expenses, it appears reasonable to say that, with the
yield of cane which can be secured on such lands, it will be possible to
l)hice the cane at the doors of the factories, by means of a system of
canals used in irrigation and cultivation, at an expense which Avill fall

below $2 per ton. This expense includes all the cost of cultivation,
harvesting, and transportation.
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It is not necessary to dwell upon tlie fact tliat with cane prodnced at
such a cost, even the island of Cuba could not compete with Florida
in the production of sugar. There is practically no other body of land
in the world AAiiich presents such remarkable possibilities of develop-
ment as the muck lands bordering the southern shores of Lake Okee-
chobee. With a dei^th of soil averaging, perhaps, 8 feet, and an extent
of nearly half a million acres, with a surface almost absolutely level, it

affords promise of development which reaches beyond the limits of
prophecy.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE MUCK SOILS.

Preliminary examinations of the muck lands of Florida have been
made by Mr. D. 0. Sutton, of the Department of Agriculture, assistant

in charge of the experiment station at Eunnymede. Three samples of
the soil were taken bj^him, of which ^o. 1 was from the oldest cultiva-

ted land on the estate of the Florida Sugar Manufacturing Comi^any's
station, about 4 miles from the experimental tield at Eunnymede. Soil

No. 2 was from a portion of the field which had been in cultivation for

only a short time. No. 3 was taken from a spot further back, on the
lands of the same comi^any near the prairies. The results of the analy-

ses are given in the following table

:

Insoluble matter
Soluble silica

Potash
Soda :

Lime
Magnesia
Peroxide of iron, alumina
Phosphoric acid
Sulphuric acid
Organic matter
Carbonic acid, chlorine, and loss

1^0. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

23. 21 21.45 40. 80
.02 .02 .08
.11 .10 .07
.17 .15 .10
.16 .16 .10
.01 .01 .007

3. 06 2. 79 1. 83
.19 .16 .09
.01 .01 .01

68.11 70. 52 53.65
4. 95 4. 63 3. 263

100. 00 100. 00 100. 00

These analyses were made before the establishment of the experiment
station at Eunnymede. On the establishment of this station it was
deemed advisable to make a more complete analysis of the soils from
the station itself. For this purpose, four samples of soil were taken,

two of them from the station and two from old cultivated land, in order

to determine the degree of change which would take place during cul-

tivation. The two samples which were taken from the station are
shown.
Sample No. 1 was taken from the front part of the station, near the

cypress grove. Samjjle No. 2 was taken from the back part of the

station land, near the pine land. These two sami)les show the two
distinctive characters of the muck. The first sample is a muck of a
browni color which drains easily and is very porous. No. 2 is a muck
of a deep black color, more compact, and less easily drained. Sample
No. 3 was taken from the orchard of the St. Cloud plantation, about 4
miles from the station, from a portion of land which, at i)resent, is

planted in grapes and has been in cultivation for five years, principally

in vegetables. Sami^le No. 4 was taken from a field on the St. Cloud
X)lantation which has been in cultivation in cane for five years.

In sami)les 1 and 2 is shown a complete section of the soil from the

top and the sand below. Samples 3 and 4 Avere purposely taken from
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the surface in order to show the ell'eet ol' cultivation and oxidation on
the cliaracter of the soil.

FLOKIDA SOILS.

[Dried at 110^.]

Soil No.l.

;8976, first foot

8977, second foot

&978, third foot

Soil No. 2

8979, first foot

8980, second foot

8981, third foot

8982, Jburth foot

Soil No. 3.

8983

Soil No. 4

8984

Carbon. Hydrogen. Volatile. ^J^^'^'P' Nitrogen

Per cen t.

57. G7
47. 07

50. 21

58. 57

48. 27
21. 72

18, 72

Per cent.

4. 48

5. 15

0. 5:j

C. 08
G. 04
6. H4

2. 03

2. 72

2. 69

I'cv cent.

90. 00

72. 00

15. 00

91. 70
90. 50
96. 76
40. 88

45, 70

Percent.
115. 14

108. 50

46. 68

151. 15
188. 32
156. 98
81. 05

114.03

167. 95

Per cen t.

2. 24
1. 40
0.31

2. .33

2. 83
2. 33
0,95

1. 26

1, 18

The above figures show the composition of the soil in layers of 1 foot.

Sample Ko. 1 had a depth of 3 feet, but the last foot was largely mixed
with sand, as is shown by the decrease in carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,

and absorptive power, and the increase in mineral or nonvolatile

matter.
Under the column ^^absori^tion" is given the percentage of water

which the perfectly dry soils will absorb. It is seen that the pure muck,
where unmixed with sand, will absorb more than its own weight of

water, in one case almost double its weight. The im])ortance of this

property in times of drought and in relation, to subirligation must not
be overlooked. The quantity of nitrogen in the layer of muck immedi-
ately above the sand is much less than in other parts of the soil, but
this is not due to any impoverishment of the muck itself, but to the
great admixture of sand. In the dry muck which has not been culti-

vated the value of the nitrogen reaches in one case $10.19 i)er ton, esti-

mating nitrogen at 18 cents a pound. Cultivation for a few years
reduces the percentage of nitrogen in the surface soils, as is indicated
by the numbers obtained with samples 3 and 4.

NATURAL PHOSPHATE DEPOSITS.

The number of inquiries received by the Department of Agriculture,
and submitted to the Division of Chemistry for answer, on the ques-
tion of natural phosphates, has been greater than in any preceding
year. The number of these inquiries will doubtless continue to increase,

unless some information can be transmitted to those intending to send
them in regard to the data which are on record in this office concerning
these dei)osits.

No examination of natural phosphate deiiosits has been made by the
Division of Chemistry nor by any division ofthe Department. Inquiries
in regard to the extent and nature of phosphatic deposits should be
sent to the Director of the Geological Survey, Bureau of Mineral
Statistics.

In regard to the extent and character of the Florida phosphate
deposits there may be cited a work by Francis Wyatt, entitled '^The

3
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Phosphates of America," piiblivshed by the Scientific Publishing Com-
pany of ^s^eAY York.
For general information in regard to the Florida deposits, it maybe

said that they extend from Taylor and Madison connties, in the northern
l)art of the State, southward and southeastward beyond Citrus County,
forming a strip from 120 to 150 miles in length, Avith an average width
of about 20 miles. It must be stated, however, that the exact extent
of these deposits has not yet been determined; ncAv deposits are dis-

covered continually, and old ones are found to be of larger extent than
supposed.
In regard to pebble phosphates, which were supposed to exist only

in the Peace Eiver, they have now been found in the Caloosahatchee,
and dredging for these pebbles is already in progress above the town
of Port Myers. This would seem to indicate that the headwaters of
the Caloosahatchee also pass through phosphate deposits, and they
have not yet been explored.

According to Prof. E. T. Cox, the beds of phosphate are not continu-

ous, but are interrupted by protruding masses of underlying Eocene
rocks. The Florida phosphates exist in two forms : first, what is called

the rock phosphate, which exists in beds or layers and is mined like

ordinary stone; and second, pebble phosphate, consisting of pebbles or

phosi)hatic materials which have been disintegrated by the action of

water and are found lying in the beds of streams. This stratum of

pebble formation, where it has been cut by the streams, is said to be
from 3 to 30 feet in thickness. In some localities the pebbles form fully

50 per cent of the whole mass, and the soft clay matrix in which they
are embedded contains a high percentage of phosphoric acid. The
composition of the best qualities of Florida x>hosx)hate is indicated by
the folioAving analyses of typical samples. In these samples Nos. 8879,

8881, and 8882 are samples of rock phosphate and number 8880 pebble,

phosphate

:

Sample Xo. 8879.

Probable form of occurrence : Per cent.

Calcium fluoride 3. 06
Calcium carbonate 8. 45
Tricalcium phosphate 79. 36
iSlagnesium phosphate.
Aluminum phosphate .

Aluminum silicate

Silica
Ferric oxide
Water at 100 o

Organic matter and
water

fixed

0. 59
1.67
3. 70
0. 38
0.60
0. 24

2. 17

j
Estimated as— Per cent.

Calcium oxide 49.93
Ferric oxide 0. 60
Aluminic oxide 2. 03
Magnesium oxide 0.27
Phosphoric anhydride 37. 65
Water at 100^ 0.24
Silica 2. 74
Fluorine 1. 49
Carbonic dioxide 3. 72
Organic matter and fixed
water 2. 17

100. 22 100. 84
Less oxygen equivalent to fluor-

ine 63

100. 21

Sample No. 8880.

Probable form of combination : Per cent,
j Estimated as

—

Calcium carbonate 14.59

Tricalcium phosphate 83. 50
Magnesium phosphate 0.33
Magnesium oxide 0.42
Aluminic oxide 0. 67
Ferric oxide 0. 40
Water at JOO^ 0.34

100. 25

Per cent.

Calcium oxide 52.42

Ferric oxide 0. 40

Aluminic oxide 0.67

Magnesium oxide 0. 57

Phosphoric anhydride 38.42
Water at 100°..' 0.34

Carbonic dioxide 6.44

100. 27
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SamjJle No. S881.

Probable form of combiuation : Per cent.

Calcium fluoride 1. 48

Calcium carbonate 18.71
Tricalcium phosphate 71.86
Magnesium ])liosphate 0. 60

Aluminum phosphate 4.66
Aluminic oxide 0. 16

Silica 0. 49
Ferric oxide 1.19
Water at 100° 0.99
Organic matter and fixed

water 0. 77

100. 31

Less oxygen equivalent to fl uorine . .16

100. 15

Estimated as— Per cent.

Calcium oxide 41.65
Ferric oxide 1.60
Aluminic oxide 3. 38
Magnesium oxide 0. 38

Estimated as— Per cent.

Calcium oxide 49.86
Ferric oxide 1. 19

Aluminic oxide 2.11
Magnesium oxide 0. 28
Silica 0.49
Phosphoric anliydride 35.67
Fluorine 0. 72
Water at 100° 0. 99
Carbonic dioxide 8.23
Organic matter and fixed

water 0. 77

100. 31

Less oxygen for fluorine 16

100. 15

Per cent.

Phosphoric anhydride 30.18
Water at 100° 0. 37
Loss on ignition 8. 60

Sample No. 8882.

(Partial analysis.)

In connection Avith Florida phosphates, an interesting question has
arisen concerning the method of applying them as fertilizers. Florida
phosphates are more easily disintegrated, softer, and api^arently in bet-

ter condition to be assimilated by plants than almost any other natural
phosphate known. This physical condition has led to experiments look-

ing to the use of such phosphates as fertilizers without previous treat-

ment with sulphuric acid. As is well known, most mineral phosphates
are first treated with sulphuric acid in order to set the phosphoric acid
free before being used for fertilizing purposes. On the other hand, the
phosphate of lime which exists in bone, as is we!^. known, is readily
assimilated by plants without any previous treatment. The same is true
of the phosphoric acid existing in the basic slags, a waste product in the
manufacture of steel by the basic process.

Florida phosphates have been used, during the present year, to a con-
siderable extent, directly applied to the soil without previous treatment
with sulphuric acid, and the results are said to be favorable. It will be
understood, however, that a single year's trial would not be sufficient to

determine this fact. The matter, however, is of sufficient importance to

deserve further investigation. If it should prove true that these i^hos-

phates are equally valuable without previous treatment with sulphuric
acid, it will enable them to be delivered to the farmers at a much less

price per ton than superi)hosphates could possibly be furnished. The
whole of the expense of the sulphuric acid needed in the treatment, and
the cost, of the treatment, would be saved. During the coming year,

experiments will be inaugurated on the sugar experiment station at
E-unnymede, Fla., with this purpose in view.

It mAy be well to say that this property, if it slK)uld prove to be a prop-
erty, of Floridaphosphates seems to be in opi)osition to the general views
of agriculturists and chemists concerning the use ofphosphates. With the
exception of the cases noticed^ which ^ill be farther discussed below, it
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is tlie general opinion of scientifie agrienltnrists that mineral pliosphates
at least reqnire to be pi'eviously treated with sulphnric aeid in order to
l)rodnee any benetieial effect npon the crop. This is trne, at least of any
immediate beneticial effect, since it is recognized that sooner or later

even the most refractory phosphates would be decomposed under the
combined intluence of meteorological causes and plant growth, and the
phosphoric acid which they cinitain be rendered assimilable. If, there-

fore, the plant could have plenty of time, there is no doubt of the fiict

that it would gradually consume the phosphatic ration which was fed to

it. This, however, is not what agriculturists want. While they are per-

fectly willing to fertilize a field for its value in the future, they do not
want their reward postponed too long. The farmer wants a result the
very first year of the application of the fertilizer and, therefore, at the
present time, his mineral phosphate must be previously treated with sul-

13huric acid. If the Florida phosphates should prove an exception to this

rule, it would be a great benefit to agriculture and would permit the free

use of many phosphates now rejected by manufacturers of suj)erphos-

phates on account of their high content of iron and alumina.

USE OF BASIC SLAG- AS A FERTILIZER.

In the manufacture of steel by the basic process, so called, the ore from
which the steel is made is treated in the furnace with an excess of lime,

by means of which the phosphoric acid which it contains is almost en-

tirely separated, and passes into combination with the lime as a tetra-

calcium phosphate. Ordinary mineral phosphates and the phosphate in

bones, on the other hand, have a chemical composition knoAvn as trical-

cium phosi)hate. The phosphates of the basic slag, therefore, have one
more atom of lime to the molecule than the ordinary mineral phosphates
and bone phosiihates.

For several years, experiments have been carried on which have finally

demoustratecl beyond any reasonable doubt that the phosphoric acid in

basic slags is available for plant food without previous treatment with
sulphuric acid for the formation of superphosphates, as is done with
natural phosphates. It will be seen by noticing the analj^ses which fol-

low that the treatDient of basic slags with sulphuric acid would be a

very expensive one. l!^ot only would the sulphuric acid be compelled
to unite with the lime, which is already in union with the pliosx3horic

acid, but in addition to this, large quantities of it would be consumed in

combining with the lime, in a free state in these slags, and with a large

amount of iron which they contain. This would not only cause a great

expense in the use of sulphuric acid, but would also convert the iron

into the form of green vitriol or ferrous sulphate, in which condition it

might prove injurious to some i)lants when applied in large quantities;

although when applied in the usual proportions of fertilizers it probably
would have no injurious effect.

The slags coming from the furnaces are ot two kinds; one being sim-

ply a mass of slag- material without definite crystalline form, and the

second having a definite crystalline structure. The chemical composi-

tion of the two forms varies chiefly in the fact that the crystalline slags

are particularly free from excess of Inne and iron, although the phos-

phate of lime which they contain exists in the same form as it does in

the slags in general.

Two forms of crystalline slags have been examined in the Division of

Chemistry dming the present year, one containing acicular crystals and
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tlie other tabular crystals. Tlie composition of tliese two forms of crys-

tals will be seen from the following table of analysis:

Acicular Tabular
crystals. cry.st^ls.

Fer cent. Per cent.

42. 09 5'J. 61
20. 98 9. 64

3.71 .91
.49 .08
.18

27. OG 33.92
4. 96 1.75

100. 07 99. 91

Calcium oxide
Ferric oxide
Aluminic oxide
Magnesia
Vaiiadiiim dioxide . . .

.

Phosphoric anhydride
Silica

Total

The study of the crystals of the tetrabasic calcium phosphate is not
new in chemical literature. Several years ago artificial crystals were
prepared and analyzed. Observations on the grouping of the crystals

in the slag tend to show that the first crystals to appear are the tabu-
lar ones. After these come the brown hexagonal needles, and the
deeply colored, lustrous forms appear to come last of all.

The appearance of vanadium, a very rare element, in the slags would
go to show that it is present in the ores from which they are made.
Although vanadium is a rare and valuable element, its occurrence in

this small quantity would probably not i^rove of any commercial value.

The chief use of vanadium is in tlie application of its salts in dyeing.
It heli)S to form very fast colors with certain forms of dyes.

Within a year or two the industry of furnishing basic slag as com-
mercial fertilizers in this country has assumed large proportions. For
many years the steel works in this country have been dumping their

slags, under the impression that they were A^alueless. On account of

their being easily pulverized, and from the fact that the iDhosphoric
acid which they contain is so readily assimilable, they have, however,
obtained a considerable value within a year or two.
These slags, when properly prepared, are now sold on the market for

from $15 to $17 per ton, containing from 20 per cent to 25 per cent of

phosphoric acid. It must not be forgotten that these slags probably
act in a beneficial way apart from their mere content of phosphoric
acid. The lime which they contain appears to be in excellent condition
for producing a proper flocculation of the soils. The application, there-

fore, of basic slag to stiff, clayey soils would doubtless prove highly
beneficial aside from their content of phosphoric acid. Thus, in the
application of this fertilizer, we find a double benefit

5
first, the improve-

ment w^hich it makes in the physical condition of the soil, and second
the amount of plant food available in it.

Before leaving this subject, it is deemed ai)propriate, in view of its

importance and of the widespread interest existing in regard to it as
shown by the numerous inquiries received at this office asking for

information on the subject, and in view, also, of the lack of definite

information regarding the character and value of these phosphate lands
to which reference has been made, to earnestly recommend that this divi-

sion be empowered to thoroughly investigate the subject, with special ref-

erence to the availability and value of these phosphate deposits to the
agricultural interests of the country. Information has been received that
large Investments in these ])hosphate lands have been made by Euro-
pean, principally British, capitalists, and, as the time will certainly come
when agriculture will be moie dependent in this country upon artificial
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fertilizers tluni at present, it would seem eminently desirable tLat this

Department should be in a position to impart definite information to

our people in regard to our own resourees in the way of available fer-

tilizing material.

A PROMISING BUTTER ADULTERANT.

Mr. H. J. Fish, superintendent of the Produeers' Dairy Comiiany, 324
B street SW., AYashington, I). 0., brought to me a sample of genuine
butter, together with a sam^de of artificial butter, prepared by taking
equal parts, by weight, of the genuine butter and milk and churning
them together with the addition of a small quantity of the substance
known as "gilt-edge butter compound," fi^om the Planet Manufacturing
Company, of Wichita, Kans. The directions for the use of this compound
are to take a i)int of fresh unskimmed milk and as much of the compound
as you can heap on a silver 10-cent piece, and thoroughly mix the com-
pound and milk together in the churn with as much salt as is necessary
to salt 1 pound of butter. Add to this 1 pound of soft butter, and churn
until the whole mass has come to butter, when you will have 2 x)ounds
of butter and no milk. It is directed that the genuine butter should not
be melted but made very soft and pliable so that the churn dasher will

easily go through it. The milk should be warmed to the temperature
at which it is taken from the cow. The churn should always be scalded
or warmed sufficiently to prevent chilling the milk, plenty of salt added,
and butter color, if used, before churning. It is particularlj^ enjoined

that the butter should not be worked, but should be made into rolls and
put into jars and set away in a cool place to harden.
The sample of genuine dairy butter which was furnished with the com-

pound was found to contain

—

Per cent.

Water 15.92
Butter fat 80.53
Ash 0.38
Curd and undeterniiiied 3. 17

This represents a foir sample of butter, with the excei)tion that the
water is a little higher than the average. In the premium butters

obtained at the Chicago Dairy Show in 1889, the percentage of moisture
varied in ten samples from 8.69 per cent to 11.86 i^er cent.

The artificial butter prepared from the above by the Producers' Dairy
Company was subjected to analysis, and the following numbers were
obtained

:

Per cent.

Water 49. 55
Butter fat 45. 45
Ash 1.34

- Curd and undetermined 3.66

There was no doubt at all that the gilt-edge butter compound would
do what was claimed for it, inasmuch as Mr. Fish had made the butter

himself according to the directions.

The compound was also submitted to a practical test in the labora-

tory of this Department, and it was found that with 1 pound of butter,

1 pint of milk, and about 1 gram ot the butter compound, 2 pounds of

material could easily be made which resembled very closelj^ a first-

class article of butter, except that it was considerably softer.

It was at once suspected that the compound contained some emul-
sifying substance, either of a mineral nature or some organic ferment.
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On siibjectmf>: tlie butter compound to analysis it was found to contain
70.48 i)er cent of anhydrous sodium sulpliate and 29.52 per cent of
organic matter. Tliis organic matter responded perfectly to tlie test

for pepsin, and it is undoubtedly pepsin; wlietlier a pure i:)epsin or a
crude form was not determined. Having established the fact that this

is pepsin, experiments were made with pepsin and other digestive fer-

ments, viz, pancreatin and trypsin. These bodies act as pepsin, and
]^roduce an emulsion Avhich enables butter to incorporate an equal
weight of milk in its substance without materially altering its apiiear-

ance. The experiments a\ ere also tried with rennet, and it was f»und to

act in the same way; whence it may be concluded that all the digestive
ferments, when beaten up with milk and butter in the manner indicated,

will produce an emulsion ax)parently causing the milk to entirely dis-

appear.
The gilt-edge butter compound is colored pink, with some organic

coloring matter in order to obscure its real nature. The anhydrous
sodium sulphate seems to be added simply as a carrying material, and
it is not sui3posed to produce any active effect in the emulsifying proc-

ess; in fact, pepsin, pancreatin, trypsin, and rennet used without anhy-
drous sodium sulphate produce exactly the same emulsifying effect

as the gilt-edge butter compound.
By this simple device the uniDrincipled dealer could easily impose

upon his customers, furnishing them with an article of butter contain-

ing only half of the portion of that substance without greatly dimin-
ishing its price. The keeping properties, of course, of the emulsified

butter would not be so great, but for rapid home consumption this

would not be noticed.

MEAT PRESERVATIVES.

To determine the extent to which preservatives are added to canned
meats an investigation has been carried on with certain meat prepara-
tions with the following results:

The preservatives which have been used in canned meats are: (1)

Salt; (2) nitrate of potash; (3) sulphurous acid
; (4) boric acid; (5) ben-

zoic acid: (6) salicylic acid; (7) saccharin; (8) hydronaphthol. Fluosili-

cates are said to be used on rare occasions, but owing to the small
chance of their presence, they are not included in the scheme.
The number of bodies used for this purpose has been gradually

increasing with the demand, and with this increase in numbers comes
a great increase in the difficulties of detecting and separating them.
The search for preservative agents will soon come to be one of the most
important operations in the examination of canned and preserved
goods of all sorts.

SALT.

Salt seems to be the body generally used for the preservation of the
so-called concentrated foods; such preparations as Liebig's extract of
beef, Armour's beef extract, and many others containing 20 iier cent of
it, and sometimes even more. Ordinary potted meats contain it to the
extent offrom 1 per cent to 4 per cent. Salt is best detected in the ash.
It has been the custom in making this determination to char the meat,
extract with water, burn residual carbon to ash, add aqueous extract
and evaporate. Salt is easily detected in the soluble ash, either by add-
ing silver nitrate or by examining for cubical crystals which should
deposit as the solution evaporates.
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Potassiiiiu nitrate (uitev, snlti)ot(n') is used i)riiieipally in tlie preser-

vation of fresh meat. Meat is .generally painted with a strong solution

of it and then subjected to tra>nsj>ortation.

Xitric aeid may l)e tested for in several ways: (1) By making a Kjel-

dahl nitrogen determination, using the modification for nitrates; (2) by
treating the meat Avith water (in the case of in^eparations containing
much fat. ])referably after extraction with ether) and testing the solution

so obtained for nitric acid by one of the usual methods. It may also be
detected by the formation of picric acid, as folioays :

Phenol sulplionic acid is prepared, by dissolviug 1 part of plienol in 5 or 6 parts of
strong sulpliurie aeid and dilntiug witli au equal volume of water. The solution
eoutaininii nitric aeid is evaporated to dryness in a porcelain or platinum dish, and
1 or 2 cubic centinieTers of the plienol sulplionic acid added; it is warmed gently,
cooled, water added, followed by an excess of ammonia, when the well-known yel-
low color of ammonium picrate will make its appearance should nitric acid be
present.

This salt (/. e., nitrate of potash), in doses of from 1 to 2 ounces per
diem, acts as a sedative on the circulation; in much larger doses it acts

as a poison.

SULPHUROUS ACID.

TThen used as a preservative, suli)hurous acid generally occurs in
combination with calcium, sodium, or ammonium, in the form of sul-

phites or bisulphites. It is used in connection with some other preserv-
atives to form many of the mixtures now on the market under fancy
titles. Its use as a preservative has been prohibited in many countries.

The onl}^ reliable test for sulphurous acid in foods seems to be dis-

tillation in a current of carbon dioxide, and the collection of the acid in

the distillate hy appropriate means. Oxidation to sulphuric acid by
means of iodine is used for this pttrx^ose with tinal precipitation as
barium suli^hate.

The gas is received in a solution of iodine in potassium iodide, acidu-

lated with Imlrochloric acid, and contained in a tlask or beaker. Heat
is applied to the flask and the distillation continued for half an hour.
If sulphurous acid is present, it will be oxidized to sulphuric acid by the
iodine, and may be precipitated by barium chloride as barium sulphate.

Dr. Forster reports a case of poisoning by "meat preserve," calcium
sulphite, in SO2.

BORIC ACID.

It is used principally in the form of its sodium salt, borax (Xa2B407).

The most reliable information about the physiological action of boric

acid seems to point to its comparatively harmless character, though
authorities differ widely on this point. However, in spite of this, most
countries have prohibited its use as a food preservative. Endemann
says boric acid is a preservative of fresh meat only. The following

passage regarding its preservative properties is taken from Thorpe's
Dictionary

:

E. le Cyon states that meat preserved by borax is not diminished in nourishing
TJropeities and that it is more readily assimilated, whereas Le Bon asserts that meat
so preserved is useless as a food. T. Forster cf)n eludes that the use of boric acid in
preserving food is of questiouat)le value, as it increases tin- secretion of bile and the
excretion of albuminous matters. Gruber likewise states that the decomposition of
albumen in animals is increased by borax. Vigier, on the contrary, concludes from
a series of experiments on dogs and men, that borax has no injurious effects even in

large doses.

The four preceding preservatives are sometimes added singlj^ to foods,

but there are many mixtures of two or more of them on the market
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under fancy titles. Tlie folloAviii^- mixtnre.s have been analyzed by E.
Polenslvc: Aininoniuni snl])liit('; sulpliiuous iicid; soda; borax crystal-

lized; boric a<tid; salt; sodium sTd])liate; sodium sulpldte; potassium
nitrate; sulphite of lime; wafer.

Fresh meat is painted or injected with these. Some contain a trace

of an aniline red dye, added, perliai>s, to resemble blood.

BENZOIO ACID.

The most delicate test yet published for benzoic acid is that proposed
by Mohler. Quantities of less than one-half a milligram maybe easily

detected by it in the absence of interfering bodies. It depends upon
the formation of ammonium-meta-di-amido benzoate of a peculiar red-

dish brown color. The residue from an ether extraction is treated Avith

2 or 3 cubic centimeters of strong sulphuric acid and heated until fumes
of the acid appear. Organic matter is charred and benzoic acid
changed into sulpho-benzoic acid. A few crystals of i)otassiuin nitrate

are added; the carbonaceous matter is first oxidized, and afterwards
meta-dinitro benzoic acid formed. When cool, the acid is poured into

water and ammonia added in excess, followed by a drop or tw^o of
ammonium sulphide, which causes the reduction to ammonium-meta-
diamido benzoate, after first having passed through ammonium nitro-

amido benzoate. Benzoic acid must be first separated in a state of
approximate purity before this test can be made. Fats extracted from
a beef tongue with etUer (the tongue being known to be free from anti-

septics) treated as above gave a color reaction which closely resembled
that given by benzoic acid. This reaction is given by saccharin, hydro-
naphthol, /?-naphthol, but not salicylic acid.

Benzoic acid is said to possess antiseptic properties greatly superior
to salicylic acid, and, moreover, unlike salicylic acid, it is quite as
active in the form of a salt. It is added to foods also because the
methods for its detection are not so delicate and simple as in the case
of salicylic acid. Benzoic acid acts as an irritant to the alimentary
mucous membrane.

C. Ruche has found a very delicate test for albuminoids by the use of
benzoic aldehyde. The test is aj)plied as follows :

The albiiiuinoid, eitlier sohd orm solution, is treated witli a considerable quantity
of strong hydrocliloric acid, a few drops of ferric chloride added, followed by a few
drops of a dilute alcholic solution of benzoic aldehyde. In a short time an intense
blue color is developed. The reaction is prompted by heat. By using a bit of the
white of a hard-boiled egg, as the source of albumen, it is possible to detect so small
a quantity as two or three tenths of a milligram of benzoic aldehyde. In this case
the edges of the piece of egg are tinged blue.

An endeavor has been made to apply this test to the detection of
benzoic acid after first effecting its reduction to benzoic aldehyde, but
no one has been able to perform the reduction satisfactorily. Salicylic

aldehyde gives the same reaction, though it does not seem to be so
sensitive.

SALICYLIC ACID (ORTIIO-IIYDROXT-BENZOIC ACID).

When an aqueous solution of salicylic acid is treated with ferric

chloride a beautiful i)urple color results. This reaction is very delicate,

and plainly indicates the presence of 1 part of salicylic acid in 100,000
parts of water. The color is destroyed by alkalis and acids. It is not,
however, peculiar to salicylic acid. It is a reaction common to msmy
members of the phenol grouj), and is given by phenol, the cresotic acids,
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resorcinol, salicylic aldehyde, and some others. However, this reaction
is more delicate in the case of salicylic acid, and there is little chance,
for the present, at least, of any of these bodies being added to food stnft's.

Its isomers, meta and x>ara hydroxy benzoic acids, are without anti
septic properties. Griffiths describes its use as a cure for phthisis

:

When given in doses just sufficient to manifest its presence, symptoms closely
resembling those of cinclionism result. These are fullness of the head, with roaring
and buzzing in the ears. After larger doses, to these symptoms are added distress
in tlie head or positive headache, disturbances of heaiing and vision (deafness,
amblyopia, ]>artial blindness) and excessive sweating.

Salicylic acid in the form of its sodium salt is a popular remedy for

rhennmtism. It has to be given with care, however, on account of its

strong action on the heart. There are actually cases of poisoning by
it on record.

It is used largely to preserve articles of food and is especially i:)opular

for beer and wines. Its use as a preservative has be^n prohibited in

most countries.

SACCHARIN (BENZOYL SULPHURIC IMIDE).

Saccharin is a Avhite loowder, slightly volatile at 100° and melting at
200° 0. It does not distill over with steam. Soluble in 1,000 parts of

cold water and 100 parts hot. Its most characteristic proi^erty is its

intensely sweet taste, which is variously stated as being from 130 to 300
times sweeter than cane sugar, and is perceptible in 10,000 parts of

water. It forms salts in which the hydrogen atom of the imide group
is replaced by metals. It is said to be uninjurious, and when taken
internally passes unchanged through the system into the urine. It

is largely used as a substitute for sugar in diabetes and as a preserva-
tive for such substances as its sweet taste will permit.
According to Salkowski, commercial saccharin is liable to contain

ortho-sulpho-benzoic acid and para-sulphamido-benzoic acid.

When a solution of saccharin in canstic potash is evaporated and
the residue heated to 250° C, salicylic acid is formed, and may be
tested for Avith ferric chloride after neutralization. This test is quite

delicate, but has the disadvantage of being inapplicable in the presence
of safycylic acid.

When saccharin is heated with a few drops of strong sulphuric acid

and a slight excess of resorcinol, the mixture becomes first yellow, then
red, and finally dark green, with the evolution of fumes of sul^^hur

dioxide, and a body closely resembling fluorescein is formed. The heat-

ing should be rei^eated two or three times. Then, after cooling, water
is added, followed by an alkali in excess, which gives a red solution

exhibiting a strong green fluorescence. It is claimed for this test that
it will detect one x)art of saccharin in several million parts of solution.

Unfortunately, the test is not characteristic of saccharin, for both
salicylic and benzoic acids give equally fluorescent solutions. In the
case of benzoic acid it is possible that the body formed is benzyl-

fluoresceine.

.
Advantage may be taken of the fact that saccharin contains sulphur.

By heating it with sodium hydrate and nitrate, extracting with water,

and aciduating, suli:>huric acid may be thrown down with barium chlo-

ride. Little definite is known about its physiological properties.

Its use as a food preservative has been i)rohibited in France, Germany,
and Belgium.
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IIYDRONArilTIIOL.

Tho. (M)in])()sitioii of this body seems to hv (loiibtl'iil. It is stated by
GrifMthstliat'Miydioiia|)lit]i()listliedi-hy(b'()xy-iiai)litlia]eiKM)f t^ chem-
ist;" at least this is the case with the article mauufactuied by Messrs.

Seabury & Johnson, London. It is also stated by Beel)e that hydro-
naphthol is bnt a trade name for /i-nai)hthol. In order to determine at

least whether hydronaphthol is a mono or di-hydroxy-naphthaline, a
sample of Seabury & Johnson's make was recrystallized from Avater,

carefully dried, and the carbon and hydrogen estimated in it by com-
bustion with copper oxide, with the following results

:

Tlieor Y for

—

Hydronaplitliol.
C,uH7(0H). C,oHe(OH)2.

Carbon 84. 74 83.83 75. 00

Hydrogen 5.22 5. 55 5. 00

These results, in connection with the great similarity in crj^stalline

form between /y-naphthol and hydronaphthol, Avould seem to be suffi-

cient to prove that it is /J-naplithol. It must be remembered that no spe-

cial precautions were taken in the preparation of the sample for analysis,

and also that while standing awaiting the combustion it had assumed
a distinct reddish-brown tinge ; otherwise it might have agreed more
closely with theory.

It is a white crystalline powder, which partially turns brown on
standing, of a faint tarry odor. Its physical properties resemble those
of /i-naphthol. It is soluble in 2 i)arts of alcohol, 2 of ether, 300 of

hot water, 1,100 of cohl, and also readily in alkaline solutions. It is

readily volatile Avith steam, and may also be distilled from its ammo-
niacal solution and m small quantities from its solution in caustic soda.

It is said to be a great germicide, i^erfectly harmless, and an excellent

antiseptic dressing for Avounds. /?-naphthol has been injected hypo-
dermically AAdthout bad effects. It has been introduced into the stonmch
of a rabbit to the extent of 3.8 grams without producing death ; the fatal

dose for man would then be about 250 grams. Eegarding the physio-
logical proi^erties of hydronaphthol, we have been able to find very
little on record.

When hydronaphthol is acted on A\"itli strong nitric acid and the
resulting nitro comi)ound treated with potassium cyanide and Avarmed
on the water bath, an isopurpurate of a deep red color is formed, resem-
bling exactly that x>roduced Avhen j^icric acid is treated in the same
way. This reaction is given by some other bodies, and is therefore not
characteristic.

When hydronaphthol is dissoh^ed in very dilute ammonia, rendered
feebly acid with dilute nitric acid, and a drop of a solution of potassium
nitrite added, a beautiful rose-red solution is obtained. The solutions
must be cold, and the ammonia and acid so dilute that no appreciable
amount of heat will be evolved during neutralization, otherwise the
delicacy of the test will be greatly impaired. It Avill detect 1 part of
hydronaphthol in 10,000 parts of Avater. This test is not giA^en by any
of the other preserA^atiA^es.

The popular impression that preservatives are uniformly added to

canned meats is doubtless erroneous. In thirty samples which liaA^e

been carefully examined only two were found Avhich had been treated
with preservatives. One of these contained benzoic acid and the other
hydronaphthol.
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TEA, COFFEE, AND COCOA PREPARATIONS, AND THEIR ADULTER-
ATIONS.

Tea, coifee, and cocoa preparations have received considerable atten-

tion in tlie investigation of foods by the Division of Chemistry. The
enormous consumption of tlie beverages bearing these names is suffi-

cient to tempt the unscrupulous dealers, and consequently the markets
are flooded with spurious or adulterated coffees and cocoiis, but prob-
ably with few teas which in the strict use of the word can be consid-
ered adulterated. As will be shown by this report, the practic^e of add-
ing foreign leaves to the teas sold in this country does not seem to

existand teas are remarkably free from adulteration. Coffees and cocoas,
on the contrary, are very frequently adulterated.

TEA—GENERAL CLASSIFICATION.

The substitution of teas of one grade for those of another can be
practiced with imi^unity unless the sami)les are submitted to an
expert. It requires one skilled in such matters to sort and ''taste" teas.

MI^THOD OF MANUFACTURE.

The methods of preparing teas differ in the different countries in

which this commodity is grown. In India the maiuifacturing processes
are very simple, black teas onl}^ being produced. The method of pre-

paring "black teas" consists essentially in withering the leaves by
exposure to the sun or tire ; after withering they are rolled and twisted.

The rolled leaves are subjected to a fermentation, after which they are
dried—a process termed " firing."

In the manufacture of "green teas" the leaves are steamed or heated
over a charcoal fire, then rolled and dried. The same plant furnishes
the leaves for either black or green tea, the differences being due solely

to the methods of curing.

The following table giving analyses by Kozai, of the Japan Imperial
College of Agriculture, indicates the effect of the different methods of

curing the leaves of the tea plant. The percentages are referred to

the dry matter

:

Original
leaves.

Green
tea.

37. 33 37.43
10.44 10. 06
6. 49 5. 52

27. 86 31.43
4. 97 4.92
3.30 3. 20
12.91 10.64
50. 97 53. 74
5.97 5. 89
4. 10 3.94
0. 96 0. 93
0. 91 1. 13

Crude protein
Crude fiber
Ethereal extract
Other nitrogen-free extract.
Ash
Theine
Tannin
Soluble in hot water
Total nitrogen
Albuminoid nitrogen
Theine nitrogen
Amido nitrogen

According to these analyses there is a diminution in the tannin in

both the grc^n and black teas, but especially in the latter. The " other

nitrogen free extract" increased at the expense of the tannin. The
theine remains practically constant. This diminution in the tannin is

probably one of the reasons why the greatest consumers of tea, the

English, consider black more wholesome than green tea.
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THE ADULTEKATIONS OF TEAS.

The adulterations of tea consist in (1) facing, (2) the addition of
spent or partially exhausted leaves, (3) the addition of foreign leaves,

and (4) the addition of foreign astringents and substances designed to

affect the apparent quality or strength.

The process termed ''facing," consisting in treating the leaves with
certain pigments for the purpose of improving their appearance, should
be considered an adulteration, since this treatment always has a fraud-
ulent intent. These facing agents sometimes, it is claimed, amount to

a considerable percentage of the weight of the tea. There is little evi-

dence that the coloring matters employed are poisonous or in any way
injurious to health. Spent or partially exhausted leaves are emj)]oyed
as an adulterant. Such leaves are rerolled, dried, and colored before
mixing with genuine teas. These leaves are difficult of detection. For-
eign leaves are also sometimes employed in the adulteration of teas.

The genuine leaves may be distinguished from the foreign by their

characteristic structure. A tea that is deficient in strength for any
cause, especially through the addition of exhausted leaves, is sometimes
treated with an astringent, such as catechu. The object of the catechu
is to rei)lace the tannin removed in brewing the tea, or to make up for

a natural deficiency in strength.

An adulterated tea may contain gypsum, soapstone, or other mineral
matter. These substances are added with the facing materials. Sul-

phate of iron is said to be sometimes added to teas to deepen the color

of the infusion.

This list covers the principal adulterants of teas. Among others
which have been mentioned by various writers are metallic iron, sand,
particles of brick, etc. Certain green teas are popularly suj)posed to

derive their color from contact with copper plates in drying or curing.

There is no analytical evidence to prove that copper in any form has
been emjdoyed for this purpose. A large number of teas have been
examined both in the Division of Chemistry, and in other laboratories,

without in a single instance detecting even a trace of copper.

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF AN EXAMINATION OF TEAS BOUGHT ON THE OPEN
MARKET.

The sixty-three samples which were examined in the course of these
investigations were bought in stores of all grades. The samples repre-

sent teas of all prices, from the lowest to the highest. Many of the
samples were of very inferior quality, but neither the chemical nor
microscopical data give positive evidence of the addition of spent or
foreign leaves. The ease with which foreign leaves can be separated
from tea leaves precludes the possibility of any such having escaped
detection. It is possible, though not probable, that spent leaves may
have been added to a few of the teas.

A Canadian official chemist found two teas containing foreign leaves.

A more recent report from the same laboratory, upon examination of
fifty-eight teas, states that not a vsingle foreign leaf was found.

Dr. Jesse P. Battershall, as reported in his work on food adulteration,
examined nearly 2,000 samples of tea, and found foreign leaves present
in but few instances. These sami)les were selected to meet the require-
ments of the United States tea adulteration act, which compels an
inspection of all teas arriving at our ports, and, further, that adulterated
teas shall be exported or destroyed. The samples examined Avere classed
as doubtful by the inspectors. The evidence of these analysts, together
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witli the results of tlie work of this Department, indicate that our mar-
kets are practically free from teas containing: foreign leaves.

31any of the teas examined contained frayed leaves; this was not
confined to the cheaj^er grades, but even the highest priced often con-
tained such leaves. There was no positive evidence of the admixture
of spent tea, though in some instances the frayed leaves rendered the
samples somewhat doubtful.

A large number of samples were heavily faced. Facing should be
condemned on acccmnt of its use in making inferior teas appear to be
of a superior grade. This practice also euables the admixture of spent
leaves with little fear of detection. Faced teas can not be excluded
from this country under the terms of the United States tea adultera-
tion act.

The analytical and other work in connection with this report indi-

cate that there are few if any spurious teas on the market. The range
in quality is undoubtedly great, many sam^jles deserving the name
'Hea" simply because they have been prepared from the leaves of the
tliea, and not through the many pleasant qualities which we usually asso-

ciate with the beverage of this name. With the strict enforcement of
the United States tea adulteration act the consumer is reasonably well

protected so far as securing the genuine leaf is concerned, but of course
has no protection from the sale of i)ractically worthless teas.

COFFEE.
r

Coffees are very frequently adulterated and to a very considerable
extent. In the investigations of the Division of Chemistry a large num-
ber of coffees have been examined, and certain classes have usually been
found to be adulterated.
Genuine coffee is prepared from the seeds of the Coffea arahica, Yari-

ous substitutes have been prepared by manufacturers for the puri^ose

of cheapening the cost of this beverage and defrauding the consumers.
In the manufacture of these so-called substitutes, and in the adultera-

tion of genuine coffees, chicory, cereals, and acorns occupy a promi-

nent place. Few of these substances have even little in common with
coffee, and i^ossess none of the valuable properties of the latter.

About 60 per cent of the coffee consumed in this country is imported
from Brazil. The relative sizes of coffee beans is shown in the follow-

ing table by Thorpe

:

Xumier of seeds in a measure holding 50 grams of wafer.

Fine l)rown Java 187

Fine Mvsore - 198

Fine Nrilherrv 203

Costa Kica...^ 203

Good oldinarv Guatemala 207

Good La Gnayra 210

Good avera-ic Santos 213

Fine l(niii-l)pri v Moclia 217

Good ordinaiy^ Java 223

Fine Ceylon x>lantation ^ 225

Good average Rio 236

Medium x>lantation (Cevlon) 238

Manilla - 248

Ordinary Moelia 270

West Al'riean 313

As may be seen from this table, Brazil coffees (average Rio) consist

of rather small beans. In general, the values of coffees vary inversely

as the size of the beans. Mocha is usually considered the best coffee of
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commerce. It is stated that East India coffees arc sometimes sliii)i)ed

to Arabia, and exi)orted from this latter country as genuine Mocha.
The seeds ot'tlie Mocha are small and dark yellow.

Java coffee, when new, is a pale yellow, and is tlien cheaper than
when old and brown. This color is partly a result of the method of
curing in addition to the effects of age. The high price of Java lias led

to the coloring of cheaper grades with certain pigments in imitation of
this favorite coffee. It may be well to state that this ])ra('tice can Tiot

be general, since no foreign coloring matters were found in tlie Javas
examined in the course of the investigations made in conne(;tion with
this report, though it is probable that coffees colored by exposure to

a high moist heat may have escai)ed detection.

THE ADULTERATIONS OF COFFEES.

Chicory, leguminous seeds, and cereals are the principal adulterants.

Many persons prefer coffee containing an admixture of chicory.

FACING OR COLORING.

Inferior or damaged coffees are frequently treated by some process for

the improvement of their appearance and in imitation of superior grades.

Java seems to be especially subject to this treatment. South American
coffees are often exposed to a high moist heat, which changes their color

from green to brown, thus forming imitation Java. The following pig-

ments maybe used: Scheele's green, yellow ocher, Silesian blue, chrome
yellow, burnt umber, Venetian red, drop black, charcoal, and French
black.

CHICORY.

Chicory is prepared from the root of the Cychorium intyhus. This sub-
stance is easily detected by the microscoi^e. Roasted cliicory will sink
in cold water, leaving a trail of color behind it. Chicory itself is fre-

quently adulterated with other roots or with cereals or leguminous seeds.

CEREALS, LEGUMINOUS SEEDS, AND ACORNS.

Judging from the investigations made, chicory is not as frequently
employed as an adulterant as cereals, peas, beans, acorns, etc. These
substances are in general detected by the presence of starch, and are
finally identified by their structure as shown by the microscope.

MISCELLANEOUS ADULTERANTS OF COFFEES.

The following substances are reported as being sometimes emi)loyed
in the adulteration of coffees: Canna seed, sawdust, oak bark, and
baked liver. They are detected by the microscope.

COFFEE SUBSTITUTES.

A number of substitutes have been proposed for coffee. Many of these
have little claim to be entitled substitutes, since they simply furnish a
decoction more or less bitter and of a coffee color. Besides chicory,

Mogdod coffee (seeds of Cassia occidentalis), Mussaenda coffee (supposed
to be the seeds of Mussccnda horhonica), acorns, figs, leguminous seeds,

burned sweet potatoes, and cereals have been employed as coffee sub-
stitutes.

Coffee substitutes should always be sold in packages bearing a dis-
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tinctiYe label, and when mixed with genuine coffee, the i^ercentage of

each substance should be stated.

ARTIFICIAL COFFEES.

Within two or three years the coffee markets have been presented
with so-called artificial coffees. The first otficial action toward suppress-
ing this fraud in this country was probably that taken by the health
officers of ^ew Jersey.

Eeports from dealers in various parts of the country indicate that
the^sale of artificial coffees has become very general. These " coffees"

are usually manufactured in imitation of genuine coffee, and as far as
regards color and shai:)e would usually escape detection by the con-
sumer.
The following is a list of the artificial coffees examined, together

with a description and statement of their probable composition:

Serial No, 8766. Coifoe, bran, aud molasses, roasted but not molded.
8767. Bran and molasses, roasted but not molded. Samples, numbers

8766 and 8767, were ol)tained tlirough tlie courtesy of Dr. J.

N. Hurty, clieuiist, Indinuapolis, Ind.
8491. Imitation coffee beans, roasted. Composed jirincipally of wheat

flour.

8859. Imitation coffee beans, roasted. Composition: AVbeat flour, coffee,

and chicory.
8883. A rather poor imitation of roasted coffee beans. Imported from Ger-

many as ''Kunst Kaftee.'' This sample was obtained from the
customs authorities. A number of samples of Kunst Kafl'ee

have been obtained from different sources. Composition:
Wheat flour, chicory, i^ea or bean flour, and probably nut
shells. Cattein has been reported in Kunst Kaffee and was
supposed to have been derived from Kola nuts. This imita-
tion coffee is wholesaled to mixers at about 11 cents per pound

8884. Imitation roasted coftee beans. Composition: "\Mieat floury coftee,

aud chicory.

8885. Imitation green cofl'ee. This sample contains two kinds of ber-
ries,'" one containing wheat flour aud and the other wheat flour

and coftee. There were no indications of mineral coloring
matter.

8951. Coffee x)ellets,'' molded, but not in the form of coffee beans.
When mixed with ground aud probably with whole coffee

these so-called "pellets" would probably escape the notice of
the purchaser. Composition: Wheat flour, ground bran, and
probablv rye. Sold at 5^ or 6 cents per pound in 100-barrel
lots.

8952 and 8953. Same composition and manufacture as No. 8951, differing

only in color and shape.
8954. Ground artificial coffee. Composition: Chicory, leguminous seeds

(peas or l)eans), wheat, barley, and fragments of buckwheat.
89.55. Imitation roasted coffee beans. Composition : AVheat flour.

8956. Two kinds of imitation roasted coftee beans, one consisting of wheat
flour and the other of Avheat flour aud woody tissue, ijrobably
sawdust.

8957. Imitation roasted coffee beans. Composition: Wheat flour. Selling-

price, Hi cents per pound.
8958. Granular artificial coftee. Composition: Hulls of legiuninous seeds,

probably peas, formed into granules with molasses, then
roasted.

8996. Sample marked "Coffee substitute, Columbia AAA." Composition:
Bran and molasses formed into small lumps and roasted.

According to recent information, a factory lias been seized in France
wliich manufactured an artificial coffee of the folloAving composition:

Chicory, 15 kilograms; flour, 3-3 kilograms; and sulpliate of iron, 500

grams. This, as may be seen, is far from being an innocuous mixture.

The Kunst Kaffee {iievvdl So. 8883), imported fi^om Germany, pays a
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duty of 2 cents per pound as a coffee substitute. It seems strange that
an article wliose very form is suggestive of fraud should be admitted
under any circumstances at our custom-houses.
Wheat flour and bran mixed with molasses seem to be the favorite

materials for the manufacture of imitation coffees. It is hardly to be
expected that the manufacturers would select a good quality of flour,

but probably they employ damaged or worthless flour, refuse biscuit,

and the waste of the bakeries.

The sample numbered 8954 apparently contains mill sweepings, judg-
ing from the number of cereals employed.
A large number of ground coffees have also been examined. A large

proportion of these samples were grossly adulterated.

There reason to believe that the retailer is often an innocent party
to the fraud. In one instance artificial cofl'ee was found in a samx)le

obtained from one of the most reputable grocers in Washington. A
large number of samples were afterwards purchased from this grocer,

all of which were free from adulterants of any kind. On investigation

the roaster proved to be the guilty party. Pure coffee Avas delivered
to the roaster, and he, after appropriating a portion of this coffee, made
up the deficiency with the artificial article, returning a mixture to the
dealer.

The limits of this abstract will not permit a more extended review of
the adulteration of coffee; suffice it to say, that all coffee preparations,
as well as whole and ground coffees, are subject to sophistication.

Samples of the so-called "coffee extracts" have been examined which
did not contain a particle of genuine coffee. Fortunately the adulterants
of coffee can easily be detected.

The practice of adulterating coffees is widespread, and the consumer
has little if any protection, not even always the honesty of his grocer,

since the latter is also liable to be deceived,

COCOA AND COCOA PREPARATIONS.

The raw material from which the cocoas and chocolates of commerce
are manufactured is the " cocoa bean," the seed of the cocoa, or cacao,
tree (Theohroma cacao). While this tree has been successfully intro-

duced into various warm countries, tropical America, its native land,
still furnishes the larger and more highly valued portion of the world's
supply of cocoa. The tree is 20 to 40 feet in height, blooms continuously,
and yields two crops a year. The seeds are embedded in a fleshy fruit

resembling a cucumber; when first removed they are colorless, fleshy,

and covered with mucilage; on drying, with exposure to air and light,

they become golden yellow to red brown in color and hard and brittle

in texture. They are egg-shaped, somewhat compressed, one-half to
three-quarters of an inch long and one-quarter of an inch broad.

After removal from the fruit two processes are used for the prepara-
tion of the seeds for market. For the preparation of "unfermented
cocoa " they are freed from adhering pulp and at once dried in the sun.
For the production of " fermented cocoa" the beans are placed in piles

in sheds or are buried in trenches and allowed to ferment for a time
before being completely dried in the sun. When buried the beans are
placed in casks or other coverings; hence the earthy coating is no
longer a mark for determining which process has been used. Much of
the acridity and bitterness disappears in this process of fermentation.
The beans so prepared have a mildly oleaginous, pleasant, slightly bitter
taste, are more or less aromatic, and are greatly preferred to the
unfermented beans for the manufacture of chocolate, etc. The value of
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the product is largely dependent on tlie care bestowed on this operation.
Considerable loss occnrs in tlie snbseqnent processes of sifting, hand
X)ieiving, roasting, and removal of liusks. The total losses are from 10.7G

IDer cent to 25.78 per cent, with a mean of 22.11 per cent. The roast-

ing serves to facilitate the removal of the husks, and to develop the
aroma and flavor.

On account ofthe peculiar i)roperties ofthe cocoa bean, its preparations
nunit a place on our tables for two reasons. In addition to being, like tea
and coffee, the material for the prei:)aration of a pleasant and exhilarat-

ing beverage, it is a valuable food material; not only is it much richer in

nutritive substances than tea or coffee, but both the soluble and insol-

uble portions become a part of the beverage, while only the constituents
soluble in hot water are obtained in the beverages prepared from tea and
coffee. The food value of cocoa preparations has, however, been greatly
overestimated, and many of the present modes of preparation do not
develop in the highest degree possible the pleasing aroma and flavor. The
inventive energy of many manufacturers seems to be spent on the pro-

duction of a supposed highly nutritive and easily digestible x)reparation

;

the valuable tat is removed and the delicious aroma and flavor destroyed
by chemicals for the ostensible purpose of rendering more digestible a
residue of doubtfal food value.

The more important constituents of the husked cocoa bean are fat,

theobromin, the nonalkaloidal nitrogenous substances, starch, the col-

oring matter called cocoa-red, and the mineral matter.
The fat, cocoa or cacao butter, in consequence of its quality and pecul-

iar excellence, is unquestionably the constituent of the cocoa bean pos-

sessing the highest food value. It usually forms 45 per cent to 55 per cent of
the husked bean, rarely falls below 45 per cent, and only one recent
analysis shows as low as 36 per cent. At ordinary temperatures it is

white or slightly yellowish, having a pleasing taste and odor, and show-
ing but little tendency to become rancid. Its melting point being below
the temperature of the body, insures its being presented in liquid form
to the action of the digestive juices. The low melting point, the little

tendency to become rancid, and other properties, render cocoa butter
peculiarly suitable for the basis of many pharmaceutical preparations.

This by-product of the manufacture of cocoa preparations has, there-

fore, a well-established place in commerce.
Theobromin, the alkaloid of cocoa, is very closely related chemically

to caftein, the alkaloid of tea and coff'ee, and has similar effects on the

system, the power possessed by the beverages prepared from these sub-

stances ''to cheer and not inebriate" being largely due to the presence of

these alkaloids. Sei)arated from the bean, it is a white powder, permanent
in air, crystallizable in microscopic needles, and having a bitter taste.

The husked bean contains 1.28 per cent to 2.40 per cent of theobromin
and the husk 0.42 percent to 1.11 per cent. Its unimportance commer-
cially at present offers no temptation to remove it from cocoa prepara-
tions before placing them on the market. Small percentages of caflein

have been found in cocoa beans and somewhat larger percentages in the

husk.
The nitrogenous nonalkaloidal portions of the cocoa bean belong to

several classes. They amount in all to from 12 to 20 per cent of the

entire substance. Ai3out one-half of these bodies are digestible. Their

food value has doubtless been much overestimated.
Cocoa contains 5.78 per cent to 15.13 per cent of starch. It occurs

in small well-characterized grains that are not easily confused with other

starches when examined microscoi^ically.
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Cocoa-red, the coloring matter of tlie bean, seems to be related to tlie

tannin or astringent i)rinciple also present, but authorities ditFer as to

whether it is a decomposition product of a tannin, or whether a tannin
is the result of its decomposition.
Small i)ercentages of a gum and of tartaric acid have been reported.

The aroma of cocoa is considered to be due to the presence of minute
quantities of an aromatic volatile oil.

The prei^arations of cocoa are so numerous that more or less confusion
of terms naturally arises. Most American manufacturers prepare a
plaiu chocolate (known in Europe as cacao-masse), made by reducing
the roasted and husked beans to a paste and pressing into form of cakes.

When this is combined with much or little sugar (generally much),
vanilla, and Sluices, the various sweet," ^'vanilla sweet," "vanilla,"
" spiced," etc., chocolates are produced. These are also usually met in

the form of cakes, but are sometimes pulverized and sold as powdered "

chocolates. The high percentage of fat renders a permanent powder
impossible without its j)artial removal or the addition of some diluent,

as sugar, starch, or flour. The preparations in powder known as
" cocoas," bromas," etc., are prepared in accordance with one or the
other, or a combination of these methods.
Cocoa husks are offered on the market in bulk and in packages, but

their use seems to be quite limited at present.
Perhaps no food material offers conditions so favorable for profitable

adulteration and so well utilized by its manufacturers as do cocoa prep-
arations. There is probably no more misleading or more abused term
in the English language than soluble cocoa." ISTo cocoa in the market
contains more than 10 per cent to 30 per cent of matter soluble in water
unless the material so dissolved is foreign soluble material that hasbeen
added during the process ofpreparation. The term seems to be used to

denote a preparation that allows none of the insoluble matter to deposit
from the beverage prepared from it. This i3urpose may be accomplished
in two ways; the material may be so finely divided that a very long-

time will be required for its deposition, or foreign substances (as starch
or sugar) may be added to render the liquid of so high specific gravity
or so pasty that the insoluble matter will not deposit. The first method
is decidedly to be preferred; it accomx^lishes the object in view and
puts the preparation in better condition for the action of the digestive
juices, and all this mthout the addition of a cheap diluent that is always
at hand in every kitchen should its use be desired. Any additions of
this kind should be considered adulteration unless their nature and
quantity are accurately stated.

Attempts at the prei)aration of easily "digestible cocoas" (prepara-
tions to which iiepsin or other digestive ferments have been added do
not come in question here, since the favorable condition of the prepara-
tion is not involved, but the supplying of a deficiency in the strength
of the digestive juices) seem to fail in purpose and to be attended with
tlie introduction of objectionable substances. The use of alkalis for

this purpose is quite generally regarded as injurious to health, and the
effect is the oi)posite of that desired.

The removal of the fat is not considered an adulteration when it is

acknowledged, and it is undoubtedly desirable for i^ersons with weak
digestion. It seems important, however, that the public have a means
of knowing accurately to what extent it has been removed. It also
seems desirable that the percentage of sugar be accurately stated.

The adulterants added are reported to be, besides starches and sugar,
substances of organic and inorganic origin to increase the weight and
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bulk, ferrnginons and other pigments to restore the color of highly
diluted preparations, and foreign fats to restore the normal percentage
of fat, or to give the preparation the plasticity required for molding.
The husk, because of its coarse nature and consequent tendency to
act as an irritating substance in the alimentary canal, and in conse-
quence of its poverty in the constituents that render cocoa valuable, is

regarded as an adulterant when not removed, or when added to increase
the weight or bulk of the preparation.

Sixty-two samples of cocoa preparations have been submitted to

microscopical and chemical examination in the laboratory of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. A brief summary of the results of these investi-

gations is presented in the following table

:

Number

of

samples. Character of samples.

Number of
samples

coutaining
large addf-
tlons of
starch or

flour.

Number of
samples

contaiuing
very large
amounts of

cocoa
busks.

Number of samples containing sugar.

20 to 30
per cent.

44.7

per cent.
50 to 60
per cent.

60 to 71.9

I)er cent.

6

29
27

Plain chonolates 4
11
12

8

6
21
3

8
Cocoas, bromas, etc 7 1

Totals62 27 7 1 24 8

For further details concerning the adulterations of tea, coffee, and
chocolate, reference is made to Bulletin 13 of the Division of Chemis-
try, part VII (in press), which contains the full work of which the fore-

going is a brief extract.


